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PREFACE

This study seeks to supplenent a similar one con-
ducted by the writer a year ago at regon State College.
The earlier report was based largely on questionnaire data
obtained from nearly all the forestry schols in the
United States, An effort has been made to bring this
information ap-to-date, and some gs in the organization
and iresentation of the material have also been effected,
although many portions have been copied verbatim.

In addition, however, a considerable amount of new
information pertaining to forestry courses and curricula,
together with some other miscellaneous aterial, has been
incorporated into this subsequent study. It is hoped
that the material herein presented, and particularly
the analyses of forestry curricula, will be a worthwhile
contribution t the literature pertaining to forestry
education.

Deans of nearly all the forestry schools in the
country cooperated very well in replying to specific
queries regarding their respective schools and in return-
ing the questionnaires filled out as requested, Particular
thanks are due to Dean S. To Dana for his helpful
criticism and suggestions and for his liberal donations
of time whenever requested; thanks are also due Professor
E. G. Mason, who helped outline the original problem and
reviewed the first report, as well as to a number of
other people who aided the work by their constructive
criticism.

R.C.E.
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INTRODUQTION

The practitioner of forestry in the United States is con-

fronted with a task as formidable as it is varied. Unlike the

forestry situation in European countries, where relatively few

timber types are found, forestry in the United States is

fraught with numerous obstacles. A wide range of timber types,

distinct and varied soil types, great variations in weather,

difficult transportational problems, devastating attacks by

diseases and insects - all combine to make the practice of

forestry a task of many problems in the United States.

Each timber type is a biological unit in itself, and re-

quires specific treatment for best results. At the present

time twenty-five institutions in the country are training men

to minister to the needs of this myriad of timber types through-

out the land. For the most part this training is given the

student in a period of four years, although some do return

for additional training as graduate students.

In contrast to this system of forestry training, Germany

with its coMparatively simple forestry problems trains forest-

ers more intensively over a period of approximately nine years.

Following his application to the government for forestry train-

ing, the student works six months in the field. He then

studies four years in a university and is subjected to an oral

examination. If he passes this successfully, another two



years of study are completed followed by still another stste

examinatIon. He then must engage In practical forestry work

for aother three years after which time he becomes elIgible to

take a final examination which determInes whether he will be

permitted to Dractice forestry In Germany.

This discussion pertaIning to the training of the German

forester is merely cited as an indication that perhaps our

present system of forestry education in the United States will

undergo changes in the future, although whether these changes

will lengthen the present curriculum or not matters not greatly.

The iportant question is that our institutions should keep

their objectives clearly before them so that the graduate will

be satisfactorily trained to take his place in curreet forestry

work. It likewise behooves the young iman choosing a lifers

work to think "wisely and well" before finally electing to

study forestry; in order to achieve success he will have to

study constantly throughout his life since forest practice

changes just as certain phases of any other profession change.

With these views in mind, this study has been made of

certain portions of forestry education as they exist today in

the United States. In order that a clearer perspective of

the entire picture might be had, the report begins with a

brief survey of the early history of forestry education in

the United States.



2.

EARLY HISTORY OF FORESTRY EDUCATION

For nearly three hundred years America was lacking in

forestry education. Near the close of the nineteenth century,

however, "provisions were made for- the introduction of techni-

cal instruction in forestry into the curricula of several of

the larger universities." (18) In 1881, Professor Spalding

of the University of Michigan "inaugurated a. series of

forestry lc tures which dealt in broad terms with forest pro-

ducts, early laws and customs, the necessity of suitable

forest legislation and the influence of forests on human af-

fairs." (41) These talks were a means of promoting intelli-

gence on the subject of forestry and were instrumental in

"fostering cooperatico between the University and the State on

the problems of forestry." (15)

Isolated courses had been given in several other colleges

prior to nineteen hundred, but they "failed to touch the

vital economic problems of forests and their protection, manage-

ment and perpetuation by natural means." (41) However, evidence

at least points to the fact that some elements of forestry were

being given at this early date ; Illick states that "at least

32 land grant colleges gave some instruction in forestry prior

to 1897." (22) Although they had a difficult time to convince

the American people that trained foresters were needed, early

educators (most of whom had been educated in Europe) such as

Fernow, Roth, Graves and Schenck witnessed a steady improvement
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s'.iortly after the close of the century, under 'he aggres-

sive l,_,dershio of Preside t Roosevelt and. Gifford. Pinchot, the

Federal government I-Munched itself into h~e business of manag-

ing goverrmrent-owned forestry lands. it was at this time, in

1905, that the aN inist-ra.tlo of federal orests vass iife

froi the-A e rtrenLt of nterior to 'e De-cart meit of Aricul-ere,

and. the change resulted. almost immeditely in improved. forest

management « Althoujgh Compelled. to adiister s xty- hree

millian acresz of forest land vith a fore of eight hundred. any

doutt edly the change served to hasten Vlae es i ishment of

se eral f ore strj chool.s wh ich 'were s oo to appear. (24)

Three sco~oIs of forestry wor e st ished. between 1895

and13, whI~ble the Roo.se eltIteeriod fi.na'essed. the establishme nt

-~ rlte ~r ~the year ±>'lO; e,?' t more wre ^'add-t ,' ed during
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ArCsohavinr-th~us br:ief1; surveyed the hip.-tory of our

dividual schools with oar 4 ic iar reference to t:-elr fac lties

an-dfciiis It -is v-ery difficult to atexnt to j udge tbhe

qualifi Cations of the schooIs, since the prevalent conditions

Tar;; so much in different institutions. Smaller and l1ess

wealhy schools, if Judged or their e uipmentand fac-111ies

alane, would necess r -1y recei ve a-3. oor rating. If, however,

t-Le basls of comparBison wer e to be on tLhe records trade by gradu-

ates following their emergence from college, the results might

pre scrt an erntirely different picture~
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all. ' U~extremes var y ng rowi theindequate to thie s perflu-

th- stdn.e7 A N ur 1 ., suc ric'hly endtowed schools as Yale.,

S ;r' ISe,1Michiga ', Thlrvard and Du'ke Uieate exc-_:l gr-ea11,

Vy in ;uant'ityof f ore str y reding matter a val able . Since

these- schooD.s of fer h gghIy specialized graduate v ork requiring

more eea Ch and i wder readi~ng, it is pera, : fitt ing tha t the

schools should Po'sses sup cokylete forest libraries. (8%

Deasses aPre forestry librar; cntainiin farty-five thousand

volum~es written in English and f'oreign languages. In adition

th~e school zreeies more t' an ptw0 Hunidred peiodicals and other

Hr frd poss e sses library of some 10,000 volumes And Duke

contrast to these extensive fa ilities are those maintained by



miarv:; oft n e.-llr colleges; some schools reported approximate

1y 03, t 00 books as the ir tfot al lib r resor c es With

ffte en i -or less Deiodicals o iteL subsciption 1ist, (23)

The character of the school is reflected to some extent

by the na"-re and size of its 1-4brr. facitities. Wealthy in

stitutions, training en rn ifl u teresearch work, S typified

by Yale, Harvard, Duke d Doos ibly Miiciga n ead alif" ornia,

ap-ro isate-ly enough~ have the large libraries and train a differ-_

en t tame of student than do the smaller and less wealthy col-

leges in other parts of the country. Here the graduate student

is thrown more utDon his own resources; he is often engaged in

individual stud, an-d spends much4 of his time br owsing in the

library in search of knowledge. He is an older person, more

mature in taste and judge ent ; and the very fact that he is eng-

gaged in graduat- workc would indicate that hie is a person of

more than average ability-one able to choose -meaty articles of

Value to him from the vast collection of informration available,

On the other hand, smaller colleges, concerned primarily

-ith the problems of the undergraduate, have no need for such

voluminous facilities. During his first two years in college

the student is ordinarily altogether too busy studying either

the farndamentals of forestry or courses in fields apart from

forestry to find the time, or the need, for reference to books

other than just his textbooks a He is usually lacking in fore-

sight ancd purpose so that the reading of technical forestry

articles, outside of the few he might be compelled to read in

his courses, is merely drudgery to him which he fortunately does
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not have to undergo at the present time. Advancing to the

Dosition of a junior or senior usually serves to stimula'te the

student fs interest in such widely read publications as the

Journal of Forestry and American Forests; and during his senior

year, particularly, the student follows these periodicals fairly

closely, not because he has to, but because it is there that

his interests lie.

However, it is only on rare occasions that the student

seeks out books on forestry in the library of his own initiative,

since many of them are highly technical in content ; many are

quite old publications; and, finally, the student finds it diffi-

cult to spare the time for such pursuits. The severity of the

forestry curricula limits the spare time of the student and he

finds it more profitable to read of the more modern phases of

forestry in the Journal of Forestry or some other current maga-

zine.

Unless under the efficient administration of a librarian,

and unless the books are so arranged that the more important

volumes may be found readily, the large library handicaps the

student in that he spends a considerable portion of his time

looking for the material he desires. He may have to thumb

through several books pertaining to his subject before he finally

strikes upon the one which serves his purpose best. In all

probability the smaller library would contain an outstanding

book in each field together with possibly a few others, and the

searcher would have little trouble finding the book he wanted

under such an arrangement. There is, moreover, little need f1or
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numerous volumes written in foreign languages at the undergradu-

ate schools. Exceptionl, indeed, is the student who has a

good reading knowledge of French or German; and, even should he

be so talented, there would be ro cafl for him to read extens-

ively in such literaCure.

Such reading may be of some importance to the research

forester, but in many cases is inconsequential even to him.

Professor P. A. Herbert, speaking before a committee on forestry

degrees, in 1937, stated: "I challenge the need of foreign

languages to be cultured in every case. I maintain you can do

the work of doctorate without having any foreign language what-

soever.t (29) Dr. J4 A. Larsen, attending the same conference,

went on to say that "the foreign language requirement of the

master t s and doct or't s degree is largely a joke." (29) Neverthe-

less, complete libraries are an integral part of any good forest

school, and those institutions equipped with inadequate library

facilities should endeavor to build them up to a satisfactory

point.

Faculties:

But now let us move from a consideration of library facil-

ities to a question of even greater importance--that of forestry

school faculties. More than any other one thing the caliber of

teacher in a school serves to make or break the reputation and

efficacy of the school. Fortunate, indeed, is the school which

has a staff of able teachers, who are genuinely interested in the

welfare of the student, As Spaulding remarks, the student "can

learn mensuration and silviculture from the textbook, but he
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canniot learn vision and imagination, except as it is taught

him by the real teacher." (l6)

As ight be expected, the ratio of student to teacher has

increased to an appreciable extent since the beginning of the

Roosevelt administration. (See Table I) Professors in many

schools ha e been given additional duties--they are worked hard

and have little opportunity for personal reading or research in

forestry. It would almost seem that, burdened as he is, the

professor cantot train his charges as efficiently as he former-

ly did in smaller classes. He has lost the personal touch with

his students; and little can be done about it, since it is

well-nigh impossible to come to know fifty or sixty students

intimately.

However, as yet it has not been definitely proven that the

teacher is less effective when teaching large groups, although

the supposition. does seem probable. (23) Graves, in discussing

this question, says that he would "be interested to know

whether the increase in size of classes has impaired to a iotice-

able degree the effectiveness of teaching." (16)

Not so long ago when five or ten students comprised the

average class, it was a simple matter for the instructor to

deal with them individually. He was not hampered by limited time,

and encouraged sessions of discussion after class. But now with

lecture classes in some schools ranging in size from twenty up

to as many as seventy students, the professor has more than

enough to keep him busy without being bothered by each student's

individual cares and troubles. As a result of figures turned
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in or the questionare, it was found that the average class

for all 5ChiOOi5 was comprised of a little acre than twenty-sIx

students, but that the average size of classes varied fro a

low of nine at Colorado to a igh of approximately seventy at

Montara State Co'Ltee. (23) Gratuate schools, tha t is Yale and

Harvard, have maintained a low ratio of student to professor,

rightfully enough. Fr xample, at Yale University ten competent

instructors concentrate their efforts e ortt.nIne= students,

although it is perhaps true that here a somewhat greater propor-

tion of the studentts time is spent in individual research with

only occasional assistance from the instructor. (54)

It was fotnd in a survey of forestry school faculties that

their average age did not vary greatly, and almost without ex-

ception they might be classed as iddle-aged. (See Table I) The

average for most schools was found to be in the late thirties or

early forties, tie Colorado faculty averaging the oldest with

an age of forty-five and the University of Florida the youngest

with an a erage age of but thirty jears. (47) Ar average

faculty age lying betwen thirty-fi-e and forty is desirable for

two reasons. If the faculty ages of a school averaged fifty

or over, this would mean that several professors would be in

their sixties or possibly even older. Although it does not

necessarily follow that an older man makes a poorer teacher, yet

at times they lack forcefulness and are hindered by their age

in the fielt

On the other hand when the average faculty age totals only

thirty years, difficulties might very well arise unless the men
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University of Michigan with 6,a . As the years go by, the newer

schools will call upon their own alumni to return and take up

teaching work, but for some of the newer forest schools this

time Zay still be several years hence.

Staffs composed largely of former graduates have their ad-

vantaes and also their disadvantages. Basic courses such as

mensuration and forest engineering can be taught more efficient-

ly by a former graduate, since he is familiar with the local

conditions that will b encountered and he will know the points

to stress and those not to stress. (23) It would preclude any

such possibility as, for example, an easterner being employed to

teach mensuration at Oregon State College without previous experi-

ence in the region. Unfamiliar with scaling and cruising prob-

lems in the west and trained under a system differing consider-

ably from that existat at Oregon State, even though he were a

very keen man, he would be unable to teach the course as effic-

iently as an Oregon State graduate of no more than average abil-

ity.

In the case of silviculture, dendrology or possibly forest

management, however, the argument shifts; for here experience,

travel and first-hand knowledge in the possession of the profes-

sor make the course more interesting and valuable to the student.

Points of discussion are more vital if the teacher is able to

call upon personal experience to furnish him definite examples.

In silviculture the student reads of model white pine forests

in the east, of the pernicious chestnut blight which has doomed

the eastern chestnut forests, of naval stores operations--of a
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wu dr--d and oze different things. 12, after hving read abouit

such things, he is ab1e to clear ap an-jy points and. have othor

elab orated. upon byo professor who as actually witnessed the

things he as rad. about, then he will find the course more

njo jable and will also h ave a broader and. truer conception of

thtphase of for stry.

TABLE 1, - HOWLUG APROX DiATE STbTENT-?ROKESSOR RAT"IOS, AVERAGE
FACUILTY AGES3 AND E'ER CENT OF SCHOOL STAFF HO1ETRA1NED FOR
SCi~vLS2 OF FORESTRY JIN TAIMrNTED STATES

Forest Lschool Ratios AgsH-e-tral.ned

California 10 4 ~20%'

Colorado State 4812 20

Connecticut 10 45 20%

Floc--ida 15 3 0% ___

Ge oria 28 10 60

Idaho 56 32 0

Lo isiana 18 36 11%

Maine 27 38 65%

Michigan State 39 341 20%

Michigan Thiversity__ 15 C 36%
Minie s ota 47 15 _

Montana 70mOa
New Hampshire 32 - -

'Northi Carolina

Oregon Sae50 -4110 -90%

Pennsylvani State 51 -- -
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TABLE I - (Continued)

Forest School Ratios Ages Home-trained

Syracuse 10 -- --

Utah 53 ---

Washington 50C-- --

West Virginia 12 38 O%

Yale 50 -

Experimental Forest Areas:

Just as the student may obtain vastly more from written

material with a capable professor to guide him--so may he re-

ceive similar benefits through field work in the school forest

area. Of prime importance to the forestry school is such an

area of land that may be used for instruction and experimental

purposes, since theories are not worth much as such unless they

are tried in the field. To be of greatest value to the students

the area should be near the school so that it is possible for

them to attend classes here during the week. In the case of

Oregon State College the school is fortunate in having an ex-

cellent site located less than ten miles away, and it is there-

fore possible to schedule outdoor classes here for the student

one or more times a week. Some schools are not so fortunate in

that their forests lie some distance away from the campus, and

they are compelled to concentrate their field work in more

sporadic but longer visits to their forest areas. This is true

of the University of Minnesota where the nearest accessible
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forest area lies sixty miles away from the campus.

The acreage owned or managed by all forest schools in

the country is amply large to permit the conducting of any

needed exPeriments, although the stocking on some areas is per-

haps not all that it might be. Some of the schools are f ortun-

ate in having a forest which has been under their control for

a good many years ; and which, therefore, contains a desirable

condition of stocking and a wise selection of species, as well

as a number of worth-while experimental. projects which are be-

ginning to be of practical benefit. Such an area is well

exemplified by the Harvard Forest at Petersham, Massachusetts,

which was established in 1907 and managed by R. T. Fisher until

his death in 1934. Until recent years the Forest has shown a

profit on its operations and has set up as a goal 'the production

of high-grade timber", but at the same time never haveAbeen

made to "work counter to nature, but rather to harmonize mants

efforts with natural tendencies." (45) Unfortunately much of

the mature timber on this forest was blown over by the hurricane

which ravaged the New England states in September of 1938.

Much of the success of the school forest hinges on the man

(or men) in charge. The proper development of such a place

requires that the director give unstintingly of his time and

effort; successful management of an area does not mean that one

can sit back and just watch things grow. If at all practical--

that is, if permitted by size of area and accessibility--the

management of school forests should work toward a self-sustaining

basis. To do this, many problems, varying with each school, will
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have to be overcome ; undesirable species will have to be re-

moved, rapid increment encouraged, proper stocking attained,

road systems established, silvicultural operations practiced--

these are some of the obstacles which must be met and they will

require planning, attention, foresight and interest on the

part of those managing the area. (45) Proper supervision cannot

be exercised if the man in charge of the experimental forest has

also to carry a full teaching load. The University of Michigan

is one of the more progressive eastern schools which employs

such a forest manager who devotes his time to the care and de-

velopment of school forest properties.

Summer Camps:

With but very few exceptions the forestry schools of the

country require that their students spend a session lasting

from eight to twelve weeks in summer camp studying and applying

practical forestry. The University of Maine forestry school

requires its students to spend six weeks in summer camp during

their sophomore year followed by 'eight weeks from the middle

of November to the middle of January in permanent camps on a

17,000 acre tract owned by the state" during their senior year.

(23) Although western schools require this training almost as

universally as those of the East do, the need is not so great

because in many cases the student has an opportunity to find

employment in the woods during the summer months, which enables

him to gain just as much profitable experience as any he might

gain through a summer spent in camp.

The above practice is a sound one, desirable in the West
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as well as ini the East, and. is particularl;r -hlof'ul to the

eaf.ste.rn s Qde nt± o a s 1oprtu L21t for getting ' a

w'o'k ix th 7 oods. if this were not andatory policy, students

might find th~emselves', iro-icall enough, the pr-oud rossessors

of a de aree in foestry arnd vot u-ible to ap Iy utheir Ik-nored ge

ithe field inrd~itable ' sty-on. Such a carefrea expr~re

Is a zo o -I tingfor t he s ude t s not ol rrates don

ol ract ica1 kno lod,!-egaie but also in that it terius to

loroc uce a e ir for driee''3? R , g t ei~i andIii+ iformsv a smo a close-,

su ic -reIreiments would be thiat of the cost to 'Thecpoor stude nt-

nfo7'rI#un to in hUs case., but stil.l a nf~ie s ty.

Changes and Additionsit Wiin Schools

In cormliance to recent de -elo-o~lents in forestry education,

it is .t .ycsting; to note th-L' act.o."s of aert-sixr chools as to

the k.l"teratio ofkpresent li es. 'Note'worthy among these

c gcc~s isthe r' onof Cornell bniier 't :i ts dec sion to

disc ontinue the instruacti o P iven in rofessi ora32 lorestry. The

1aa4 under grad.utedeg,.,ms in f orastr Y were conferred in June

E.nd $cpte ber 1936, w t h one ( a ; vho had been ill1) in

1jc 'br f137.8(23) The,L.-fnal K1J. degrees wcoeeconferred

in ' $et eriber of 1937. Under the lrra. gs---et, ars c-'An be, seen,

the t aCi n Qo oestryin New (3 as oen radic..GilyQ chan ed.

A'II is t3uct-ion in pro-es sion lfo restr;, both 'adute

in rthe Ilew York State Coll' ge of Fr Yt9ya yiaue

and thAeoretizally c-at least, al'l rofesIna-1 instruction ini wild



002cg o :viul ~atGr~~cII Af.,.' ~a l 2O~it fr~

ofT A.n'}_l1,qn q '! te , .i+ic i I Latu# "3sucb T w oFdE.t .y pq. +~eAt wlR

be .t. oot. ;.Ld., +3.L 4/us. will as"~re '<'i ca e ar....eMonsb-1-

"e as tw ise I ite w Yov-ak of oefs ass ecnty w

bae change.to r-,tin o il.aia oetScec ur

the -I-mehrsistobeso-sn te cnerationalf.ratherCoth-'ar t~h o of

J.erci .. al's} .. ,. 'aspet Cs f foetryo (25) Th... ndoe sttso frsrya!h

forestsiori ol-oeteevnt olits owL-nlgsend T -e s -Ahle ta.rger a.

be cmaraliz to sysem ofrgetofeioad Foresty educion ine

one case ard. a new field, of :"ore stracre- tLo -ra.nIn~ in the

other has been made aval ~lbld,

Nw Schoois:

Dcuring the past six years three new forest schools have

added. their names to the United. Stares roster. Oldest of" the three

is that established.sit richly-endowed. Duke University In 1952.

With ampole facilities and. a competent staff of -instructors, Duke

has becorne firmly established. in its few short years of existence 0

Next to be f cunded was that located, in West Virginia Univiers it y
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dui ., the fall of 193-r5. Through tthe stro ng an d g nerous assist--

a. ;ce Of the ,s'E-ts , the new schlo& ias baeo ab-le 4- xpand~ as

rapidly as the need arises Vitr out eng etared thiroug; lack

cWf Funds. (2-) Although the first class of h school does not

graduate untoil 1 the student 's have al veady developed into

a Str uiTheir forestry club is u sual-,y .cive ;social

functWiD is are w]-l attexded;o a year-boo's is elapub ishled; and

Pr oijen't foresters of the state are aleady showing ane interest

In the school.

Newest of the f orest' schools in the United Stat-es irs that

harbored on the campus of the Uriversity of Florida.- Founded 1nl

the~ fail of 1937', the recent additi"on is a r outgrowvth of thge

Old department of foresiry in he ar icuw ture college. Dr. E. A.

=kegl~er, forr director of the Pennsylvania Forest Research

Thstltution4 and for twenty ;years director of the Mont Alto School

of Forestry, recently with the Southern Forest Exper ment Statisij.,

was addad to the staff during 1978 Such chtanr.s and additions

shoauld be carefully con-sidered by the student endea voring, to

select a suitable forestry sc ool.

AliAANALYIS OF REJ1TED ADREOMEDD£COUSES

Thai forestry schools tend to proide specialty training

in various phases of forestry is in many ins tances true . Or-

dina ;-,ly his specalizcd department of the school reflects the

demand.s of local or region~al industries for trained men, and con,

Se'quently the training may be provincial in charactery although

this is, of course, not necessarily true.
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In all fairness to the students theraseLves and to society,

which is benefited, this sort of training should be given by

certain forestry schools, despite the fact that some will say

the professiornAorestry is injured by graduating as professional

foresters men who have received such training. These opponents

maintain that young men do not merit the appellation profession-

al forester, unless their four years of college work has been

devoted to orthodox forestry without the distractive influence of

specialized course,

Generally speaking, forestry schools offer the following

specialty divisions within their schools: forest management,

wood products and wood utilization, training in some phase of

recreation, landscaping or range management and logging engineer-

ing. Forestry and the lumber industry in the United States have

demanded men skilled in one or more of the above fields of fores-

try, and it is with this fact in mind that forestry schools

have set up specialized fields of training.

As mentioned above, the fields of study are often organized

to appease local needs in the way of skilled men. For example,

mary of the features of the Wood Products courses given in for-

estry schools on the ?acific Coast will differ from those of

the Lake States, the Atlantic States or the Gulf States, since

woods and sawmill practices vary throughout the country. In-

formation that would be applicable to conditions in California

might be of little value to the industry in Wisconsin.

Reflecting the demand for specialty men of various kinds,

schools in Oregon and Washington train an appreciable number as
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logging engineers, many eastern schoolIs rev -,1otp L e _ ut'llza

ti.on spec-,lists, and. southern schools trai their quota of

nia 'al stores men. It is evider t that the schools, by these

pratices, arof illing a 1n:eed. of the forest indus tries, and.

their brea.king away from the reg llnrited curicula of the tradi-

tional forestry school is justified by societies' needs.

The curricula as outlined. for the ¢i-ns-ecial" zed. forestry

d tv isions of thea various forestry schools compare quite closely

between schools. Genera lly speaking it might be said. that the

average curriculum contaInrs the following courses, or at least

most of them, and. that :Knowledge gai1ned from such courses is

required. by any practicing forester: (2)

Preparatory LSubjects

Botany English Composition
Zoology History
Geology Goverm-nent
Chemistry Economics
Physics
Mvathematics (Algebra, trigonometry)

Pre-technical Subjects

Forest Soils Wood. Technology
Plant Ecology Dra-in
Taxonomy surveying
Dendrology Mapping
Accounting Timber Physics

Statistics

Technical Subjfet s

Forest Protection Forest Administration
Silvics and. Silviculture Range Management
Forest Pathology Wi-ldl-ife Management
Forest Entomology Forest Recreation
Focrest Mensuration Forest Utilization
Forest Finance Forest Economics
Forest Regulation Forest Policy
Forest Management Forest history
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Recommended Subjects

Ge agraphy Agr onomy
Germian Analytic Geome try
Meteorology Animal Husbandry
Psychology Minerology
Photography Plant Pathology
Business Courses Wood and Metal Shopwork
Landscape Design Cost Accounting
Public Speaking Labor Problems
English Literature Tree Pruning

Preparatory Subjects:

Botany: Perhaps it might be wise to analyze the courses ind-

vidually, and to consider why they are essential to the trained

forester. Botany is without question a basic subject to forestry,

and a knowledge of plant structure and growth must precede further

more involved courses in forestry. Most schools require not

less than a year of botany and some ask that the student complete

12 years of such study.* Furthermore, botany may be rather an

inclusive term, which may encompass related subjects such as

taxonomy and ecology; these last-.named courses are frequently

required under the forestry curricula so that, all in all, as

much or more time is devoted to botany than to any other one sub-

ject

Training in botany is usually begun when the student first

enters college, in order to give him some knowledge of basic

forestry principles. Many subsequent courses dmand a knowledge

of botany, and the course/itself well to freshmen teaching.

First-year botany includes a thorough study of plants and their

functions, and is usually studied out of one text. Laboratory

*Georgia, California, Colorado State College,
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work with considerable microscope study supplements the book

and gives the student a practical working knowledge of the

subjects.

Zoology: Similarly, zoology is listed as one of the courses

that must be taken by the student in many forestry schools. Al-

though perhaps not quite so important as a study of botany, this

biological science dealing with the animal kingdom dovetails in

with many types of work in the field. With increasing stress

being placed on wildlife management both on private and public

lands, the forester is often confronted with a type of work

that lies within the realm of zoology.

The course is usually given in the second or third year, and

the methods of study are comparable to those in botany. Numerous

texts have been written on the subject, many of them redundant

with scientific terms and classifications. Although the course

may become unnecessarily scientific, at least from the standpoint

of the forester, in some institutions, much of the knowledge is

valuable per se, whether it applies to forestry or not. There

might be some question, however, regarding the advisability of

retaining zoology as a required course under the forestry curricu-

1a; it is possible that some of the social sciences or other

cultural courses might be equally as beneficial to the student.

Willam L. Taylor in discussing the matter says: "It is a

rule of good forestry, particularly where new forests are being

created, that the forester shall be acquainted with the fauna

of the locality and of his forest. Without intimate knowledge

of the animal populations and their changes, it is impossible to



take steps that are bound to become necessary ollowing any

major ateral ion in the ut-liz t oa of lad to Jinduce a balance

of nature suited to th~e cir cumst aces s t6(43)

Geology: Any well-rounded forestry curriculum must needs iiilude

somae geology 3 his courseo f training; a practic l co reiation

exists between geology and f orestry . One whose work draws him

constantly into th field need not ponder the question long be-

fore reali.zing the adv isabil-ty of attarIning som e geology edaca-.

tion. ?ersonal satisfaction and enjoyaeri%, a more thorough know>-

edge of tree arowth and soil beftavo> ff iciencT in road and

trail construction--al justify the study or geology. E. W.

Kelley of theTJSForest Service states that the overet

1re qutre s i;n wi -h a soun-d working knowledge of how the world

camre ilato being, vrsed in the oe~rsofSgo-ology.4'P(26

Many stt-- college-s nu . unIE rsi-'ties nlue cJIn

ge~og deaartm,.e.-ts, as well as fore stry schools, wits-n t-e-ir

d ucationa systems; and the forestry student -Is thus in a posi-

tlon v .to V'b ltaSri.. some very tgo;o d Vr {.+ini 1g in ge o l ,?- o<. ft.+en t+1he

scm.e of courses taken no omty includes thxe o naonl

i7of -geology de al.Ing wlth the more -po. : e ui f atur s of the

land, but also sor-es to fN ilrA-_1 rIz<eth e student with t""%(,, r

study in geology should suffie t o give o:e a Ood is !'k01"L-.

odge.L of i.land s ^'re roxel a aye .'a i p1'that"th

'dstud ent sh oud -emtqa red to sp ,n, L the zt Q of goltogy,-but

adjvalzc ed study iL. this .fitdm6ght well befa s das oe fthe

iiverode iab.le , lati .f, o st oen to the studentr,C
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of ; I ch:I "try s ,1ab> e sett 4o '°th,-g

it ..- sdL ts S fehnol b b-- =: F o :: t±.o s - xka : m.~, ..

I_.d ?I'o 3 cts, "oist1"-j-i -ara ng th? mos, t nec'e s r-rof cuss

0sop oid o aue i, h a," h dFs K fostoolllow p 4
these cors-s

ltrwith adit..,:, l orck ci_^h...tdi _stry, IhC;.Mcutlz OE f

hi1lctoc~ 4-
2-1 th is way. 1+4t1-oobi ta

moz' atthetiui 1.11 Ibe i 4 e in t . ' i a ^Cr fQ ure to the wood
D'' dKI ht divisio s of ma-nf3£ tie cou tr-Ies' forestry Schools.

In order to keep ?oac'_e vith woo-sbsttute indutrIes, the lumI~ber

pe ople are going to have to dz vot e ,tlleL- attention to wood

plastiC5- -- Onflw sC!s for 3 od.SUC evelo- pi-
4 -  

. rts rain-cI

?e; ioe a tic.ul arl L , It rovr ' ?Ai n JrainedX.. n .: &he4w etry

Ci k: ~etly,'it can be seen that che:a-4 tr Y instruction will take

o-n added Imp ortance iL the c.rcuu of the wood produ is man;

new courses in chem is try wIll. be requi red an d -io e tim e will be

de voted tt,3 subject

Phs Jc S:Physics repre senat s ano 4 er of the basic technical

courses included in the course of stuidy at all but four -forestry

schools.A just as with cheistry, physic's Is of paticular value

anad importance to the person specializi -g in.l-logging engineering
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ao wer , in the case of physics the general knowl.edge Of

the science, whther it ties in directly with f'orstr or not,

becoms v aca eobo~z1o a persoi s ed cation and for this

reason makes totecourse a esiraole one. Io Lbe of e reatest

;value -oirsics shold2 be presented with a thorough laboratory

cou se to s1.ijUpp e dt the lecture material. Timber physics,

wh isc is often treated as a epar atue course, will be discussed

later,

ivathiatics p Although forostry is no founded so'largelr on

mathematics as are the engineering schoo-ls, it is a professIon

which does mIake use of certain branches of amathematices to a

large extenit. Most schools offer training in algebra, trigonome -

tr-y and statistics, and ordinarily one year _s dovoted to a

study of mathematics.. Mr. Kelley believes that "men;, with a

good mathematical background are helped to think m ore clearly

and reason along straighter lInes between given starting points

andl ultimate objec:tives." (26)

Algebra courses offered to forestry students carry over the

subject from high school and perhaps offer some worthwhile addi--

tional work in the field. An extensive grasp. of the whole is

"iot needed; algebra -Is sometim es ussd Ia cost coY p-utation.s in

the field and in forest finance computations, but a general

kn owledge of algebra is sufficient to care f or the se needs.

Often the classes are composed solely of foresters, although in

some schools students take mathematics in mixed groups



Tr ni ! c1&try Is a aore pat ickdc f_,sthtan is algebora o

the forester; surveying., road a§ LdtrLU construction , ra ilroad

surv Y and consatructin, mapping-al tie in closely to trigonome-

try, Basic trigonoret v is one of th:e more easily duderstood

fields of mathematics, is thnoroug'al y practical and does not re-

quire constant stu ly in numerots courses of mthemtics to

:aster. The forrest-"y student -is taught an excelle't working

under standing of practical tri~gonometry in on e semester, certain

elemen ts of which heis cnstantly called on to apply in succeed-

ing engineering and maping courses. Trigonometry ight -:ell be

considered one of the most Practical and. wortihwhile of all

courses given the forestry student.

Statistics: Statistics is also a course that may be definitely

aPlled Li the field.; its application is not so unaiversal as

that of trigonometry, but a knowledge of statistlcs is absolute.-

ly necossary i-n certain phases of forestry. In sampling work,

in. volume c o rutatlo n, in constructin~g yield tables and in

cruising work, statstical meth ods are used. .A comreher-sve

knowledge of statistics is not needed; and, for that matter, can-

not be obtained. in one semester. Understanding of sampoling-

7rincloles, averaging practices and ways of making accurate

approximations from large bodies of data are the iniformation

that the -forester wants.

Gvorkiantz says:* "Vether he deals with the question of

land use, germination of seed, or with a.mere count o annuali

rings in a living tree, the investigato-r Iinvariably needs the

cautious rules of the statistical maethod to guide him in doing
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justice to hais -problem~. V (J1)

Engish:t Much has been said of the pos s g need. for comre hens -

Lr1 tral-:L -in n English om-:osit on, an-rd theforster's sh ort

comri~ngs in English are often more fact than fiction. Handicapped.

particularly are t 0 0ose students who received. their high school

education L J.s~ ll schools, where ti. English ins truction: is often

of low caliber. It is of Pr I e imrortanlce that the for ester be

able to cxpr- ss himself not only n writing, but also orally,

Jeffers a. Al Martell state that "the most wide spread criticism

by the industry is the lack of' trairing i the use of th1e Eglish

language- orsthe pat of forest school gradutes.", (25)
The mind~s of thie public are plastic, or so it is presu-med.,

with regard. to forestry needs, and. it is the problem of the

f orester to mold Public opinion so that it will apoprecIate thel

Proclems of, and. cooperate with, the various forestry units of

the country. In order to be i nfluent Ial the forester mm~st be

lucid, must have a knowledge of grammar and vocabulary to back

up his statements.

It can be seen,, then, that training in English should be

stressed. Most schools requir that the student carry on study

i Einglish f'or one year; the course includes com-osition writing,

grainmiiar studies, vocabulary improvemients and supervised reading.

It is customiary to segregate the students on the-- basis of a

general exa aination in English given all students on entering

college.. In this way students with a weak background. of English

are given; a ch.ance to dev'ote more tiio to the subject so that

when they finish their course of study they have a more suitable
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Poundation in English.

perhaps this first year of English does not produce startU-

ing results ; but at least it should serve t;nake the student

irore "English-,conscious." As he finishes college he will read

more widely, will write more reports and gradually, th-rough use,

will improve his English. At any event, it would seem that ore

full year of English is a just allotmisent on the part of the

school. A subsequent course in report writing is often valuable

to the professional student, and many foresters include such a

course in their curriculum,

History: Most schools require that the student complete a

soecified amount of work in social science courses. These sub-

jects are quite varied and might include history, economics and

several courses in goverrnent and current affairs. All of these

courses are of value, not only to the forester, but to anyone.

A hIstory course, which is sometimes required of the forestry

student, if it does not duolicate work already had in high school,

can be very educational. Courses of all descriptions are of-

fered in history, and the general knowledge to be derived from

such a study makes one a better citizen and a more interesting

person. Such courses have one big advantage over similar ones

given in high school. The student is older and more mature in

his outlook-he sees the importance of such study more fully and

takes the course to add to his knowledge rath er than merely be-

cause it is required.

It has been said rightfully that the "study of history is

one of the most potent influences in education for developing
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tie spi rit of inqu iry, tolerance a a breadth of vi'ow which 'we

ar~ seek ng to stlmut in t - stude ntR," (25

Gove rnt: Ace for stry 1s so closely tled i x with society

a .-,. the 7ublic w r, Ie ter the Zoester prorks for so;e

Zov orpament nit o r wet er he 's exuD2oyec3. by aPrivate concern ,

it er s pa t cularly fit tiny teat fore stay students be required

to 0study oneorMore cos, 7rles iin gov~errrp.ey-rt.

KVlst Irtitu.tI s off cr cou'~i se s .In natsioaa2.-C governent,

Stt and local go verrmc--rxt Geed goverx n ent of loyal c orzit°unit ins.

?erhaps of the above courses metionied, the :former two would be

bt tor suited to ~henee o the 'orester,or, 2 'tha tate,

to th e needis of the average citizen. In a stud - of this sort one

lers of the orkings of our gove rments-- their failings and

needs acd their strong Points--alad in so learning: becomes a

more _-Iteresting person= when among other pople and likewvise a

Atpesent *on2;y four forestry schools require'' courses in

gi errs ent perhyaps the remainijng schools are standing on firm

ground in that they r students have a fair knowledge of" govern-

ment gained in high school studies. It would seem, howver, that

suche a Ludy would be helpful to the average student, and on the

basis of tUe is ssuntIon should be included as one of the r-coii-

ie-odations for eloetlive courses.

Econox ics: Ve3edless to say, it is not sound to train the forester

exclusivelyj in th e tenets of :forestry; not only should he receive

kno wledge of a gene2r al or s cien t 7f'c n atire , but a]- s D ho sho1uld

s t dy sol e Inr the sp here of bu siness. Econoi ics is helpful t0 all,



thie forester, e~ -e illy to hi Wl2).1ch~oose st enter r -l

r.ustry, e~nnis ywel be ir Tpe ms"ble. Often he will

ci>s he o to c ircu avent urio ur a ~ Ls d "lk--s in busisness.

-EconoTRics curses ag _v-_:n t -c fomstoarsu sua dlvy'of one--

t rmn i dwation. dia 4 hyare straight ecc a cor ses

bsoa on t ~tbo ok 4ierialprorulate y ci ssicu<L :cu -ists.

Cascjetlthese scotvsea a&co-fte classed as by thc

tu d nt ; li ttle ins piration is offliered for a .ddition. Iinva st ,gat

ivle.-worknI roc'ona:f1.=cs and knoledgc miu ed is ofl tell fragraentaryr.

The diffi cu"l 'here ' pTo ssiba ybe 1th-at t^o littletime

is devoted to tho subojelct ;,t' Is r x her JiffILcult to casp

ov en iaanT of t-C. rosadc2 . r~no~lo of econori~c.is e.nin oE suser ..

wok; a nd, wienit corie s t o 3apl1y teegs- prrci)1e ; tDto ocf-

c cases, conrd5ulon ia u reten resullt.

.t is it ~stIr. to nT ao iveoie t If"'r-many

it~ g n-a app~ct:.on of 3o I prl Gt-*les in J forest.maago

i U7 . ]r7 d t 2r Ystw Lland owrines, o i -- ver 1 c. oledeither t o

i13i. r:, hi..o more th ai b ic-I-sc :eedit'r. or' ete fro s bsi 1 s s ,

statk-e lands on a os_ing bas. (37)
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Th'- subjets thus far discussed hlave been so Constituter. that
ti tieo-up with 1forth st- is not direct ly d tis,,-,nible ; s je

mat ta-r covo-ped -Is of ge r e al ue tothe student end would aid

the farrmer, the soil e t i t e b -)ta ist or the county agent-? o,,C4.1 u t a c~ s t r st h s s a e o f .

sometiiiies nikes the rIl feh man sst ain at t4:ther;¢ he'

wY v.:...lers w1aen-..h.e ,is re 'dl;..i.. 1.o V s "t a.t t.r sg -+..oi str
no4t r L'szr sucs °rliinryknowledge is an absolute necessity

before further rogress ucn b made inl his education,

But as he moves alone into the second year of school, the

fresh:, w. meets certaizr so-c .Lled "Pre-t ehnical subj ects" w ,.ch

tie into forestry direetly . Such courses nest needs be 'taken

by anyone aspiring toward professional forestry--whey offer

i for atiaon perta-i.nrg more or l es s directly t o the forest,

Soils : The PE lationsh of the f orester to the Forest soils

he works w th :is a close oe ; just aSfith case of ge ologyP

such knowledge i~s of importLance;to the f ore ster ad is Pals o

good g neralI mater".a! tact is appll.cale to th-ings apert from

fores try. 'A knowledge of soils enables him to gauge deficienciles,

to disce -p a-lments, to choos: the ri-ght tr e for a articular

spob~, to 3lassify landa as to tree-raising ability, etcQ Just as

ir Kell ey says, "the forstr should have a def"inite working

knowledge of the relationships be twee~r the various featu res

which comprise thre sum total life of that part of the world

in which they live a1" (26)



He is able to read soil bulletins and soil maps mo-re in-

telligently, and thereby can classify land as to soil type and

soil serIes--xceodingly important considerations in many

localIties. Laboratory periods are a big help to the student,

nd iwork in nicely from a practical standpoint since soil

di ferences can usually be readily obtained by core studies of

surface soils.

During the past few years conservation policies have come

to include soil conservation within their realm. Soil erosion

work has br ought home the valuable role of trees in checking

erosion; often the forester is engaged in planting trees to

control erosion and a knowledge of soils is helpful in this

work. At other times he may have an acid soil, a porous soil,

a poorly-drained soil or a hard-pan soil to cope with. Although

he is far from being a skIlled soil scientist, his training

coupled with common sense will light the way to a sensible

method o" handling the problem.

Plant Ecology: Particularly for one entering experimental re -

search work in forestry a course such as plant ecology would be

helpful. An understanding of the relationship of plants to

their environments is required in a general sense of the forest-

er, but such a course as that mentioned above would, of course,

disclose many new and unuisual angles bearing on the question.

Taxonomy: Taxonomy is another course that falls into the same

category as ecology--a very interesting and valuable course to

one following botany in its many ramifications. To one not so

interested, a detailed study of plant classification based on
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relationships would be unnecessarily detailed. Because of their

rather limited appeal, it might be advisable to keep both

ecology and taxonomy on an optional basis with the student,

although it might be argued that the training is valuable and

will serve to stimulate one to indulge in personal study in

later years in such work. Only a very few schools have it

mandatory that either of these two courses be taken in the

fore stry curricula.

Dendrology: Rightfully enough dendrology in some form is included

in the curricula of all forestry schools in the United States.

As ordinarily presented, the course is very complete and is excel-

lent training for the embryonic forester. All pertinent charac-

teristics of some 100 important tree species are treated with,

and a thorough knowledge of tree ranges is required. Trees

native to the region in which the school is located receivesc

somewhat more attention, since they are available for laboratory

study.

This might well be considered as one of the best of all

forestry courses taught; a forester does not merit the name until

he has at least more than a laymanvs knowledge of the more import-

ant trees and shrubs native to his country generally and to his

locality specifically. In learning the trees of his region

thoroughly by means of actual field identification, the student

often is in a position to observe family and genus characteristics

that enable him to recognize strange trees and shrubs of other

regions.

Also the large amount of reference work required in such a
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course familiarizes the person with a large number of plant and

tree books. At times various students will suddenly come to

realize that it is enjoyable to browse in books of value--that it

is a pleasure to accumulate knowledge about trees. They come

to know the various species more as living beings with human

qualities, than merely as trees. One may be sturdy, another

hardy, another persistant, another god-like, another majestic,

another garrulous, another soldierly, and so on through many of

the tree species, each characterized by some peculiar trait or

quality. Such enthusiasm is much to be desired, and here again

the success of the class depends much upon the qualifications

and attitude of the instructor.

Accounting: Though not yet required by most forestry schools,

accounting principles are often applied in the field; whether one

works in the federal or state forest service in an administra-

tive capacity or whether he is employed in private forest in-

dustry, theneed for accounting is often forcibly experienced.

Many forestry school graduates now employed as rangers report

a need for accounting in their work.

It would be entirely possible to cover the necessary material

in one term; just as with almost any business it is only the

fundamental knowledge of accounting that is applied in forest

practice. Accounting principles also help one to become more

neat and systematic in work habits and aid a person to set up

thorough records of accounts and activities.

A practical arrangement, which is in effect in at least one

forestry school, requires that all foresters take a special
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accounting course for engineers and foresters in conjunction

with engineering students in the college.* Practical problems

likely to be encountered in keeping accounts for any business

are solved in the course, and graduates state that this train-

ing often proves invaluable to them in the forestry work which

they take up on graduating.

Wood Technology: Wood technology is rather a broad term in that

it may be comprised of several courses including identification

of woods, wood uses, chemistry of wood, etc. Nomenclature

varies with schools, but ordinarily the same material is covered

in each institution. Specialization in this phase of forestry

has been undertaken by a few schools; Michigan and Syracuse, for

example, offer excellent technology training in separate divi-

sions of their forestry schools. A more detailed analysis of

these and other wood-technology curricula is included elsewhere

in this report0 (See page qo )

In such a field of study laboratory equipment must be ample,

if satisfactory work is to be performed. Wood samples, micro-

scopic slides and microscopes, strength-testing machines and

other facilities must be available in order that laboratory work

may be conducted satisfactorily. The course in timber physics

might be included within the group of wood technology subjects,

and it is here that the larger wood-testing machines are needed.

To one working in conjunction with wood-demanding or

wood-supplying industries, a knowledge of wood technology becomes

*School of Forestry--Oregon State College
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everyday working material. He must be able to recognize woods,

must be familiar with their inherent characteristics, must

appreciate their relative value and suitability for certain

uses. Of course, such a man is a specialist, and such extens-

ive training must be passed up by the average student. For all

practical purposes, a knowledge of the more important woods, and

an ability to identify these woods is the information needed by

most individuals.

Surveying: Much of the foresterts work must be done in the

field; any young person who works up through the ranks almost

invariably will spend his first years in the forest. Here his

work may be mapping, locating roads and trails, laying out rail-

roads, constructing bridges and lookout towers or laying out

picnic and camping spots. Obviously much of this work is-based

principally on surveying.

Surveying and drawing are taught in eighteen of the forestry

schools in the United States, and it would seem that comprehensive

courses are given at most of these schools. (37) Much of the

study is carried on In the field; those schools which hold sum-

mer camps give their field work in surveying at this time.

Irregular areas are surveyed by transit and compass; distances

are determined by pacing and chaining and stadia; contours are

taken by abney, transit and barometer.

It is customary to enroll the students for one year in sur-

veying and drawing work, with a heavy allotment of hours to the

course, since so much time is spent in the field. Such training

is exceedingly important to the forester. As has been mentioned,
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his first jobs often will be in some phase of surveying, and with

a good background in the work he will be able to handle prob-

lems nicely.

Drawing: Drawing works hand in hand with surveying, and is

taught in conjunction with it. The ability to turn out neat,

well-balanced. charts, diagrams and maps is a valuable asset; and,

just as is the case with engineers, foresters are constantly

engaged in such work. Drawing ability may be inherent within

some people, but almost any person can become adept with practice.

However, proper training entails about a year of constant draw-

ing work. This fact some schools have overlooked; they attempt

to cover the training in half a year or less and as a result

the student's work often is slovenly.

TechnicalS ju cts:

The last main grouping of courses includes those which are

"of professional character and scope"; i.e., the technical sub-

jects. Most of the classes in this category are compulsory with

the student; and there are quite a large number of such courses,

most of them taught in the last two years of a student's cur-

riculum. The Second National Conference on Forestry Educa-

tion advocated that such technical courses should be given

4mainly in junior and senior years" and most forestry schools

have wittingly or unwittingly taken their advice. (39)

Protection: An exception to this practice arises in the case

of forest protection some of which may be, and often is, given

in the sophomore year. Forest protection is rather a broad

term, and may include all phases of forestry dealng with the
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Protection of forests. Under such terminology it would include

fire -protection, pathology and entomology.

On the other hand somec schools incllude a so-called course

in "forest -rotection"; this subject is primarily concerned

with fire problems. Such a course attempts, in a decide-dly

limited time, to familiarize the individual with fIre-fighting,

and fire-detect ing technique. Methods of attacking a fire3,

organizat-ion and handling of crews, opera.tIon of tools and equip-

.'lent, m sureuMonl and recording of wearthler a ta--these r eoreseTnt

a few of the Part izulars discussed.

A course of this tieo cover s important m4 vteri3,l, but for

best results _ i utbe taught with . ostaln amount of field

d.emonsration work. Fire exoerience and knowledge can be gained

Only by actual work on the fireine ; lectures on the subject

are valuable, but only if s upplec inted by wrk i n the field.

The saye applies to weather obsrvatiors,"'he class der,4ves

little benrefit from a iiere discussion of how a. :duff hygrr omiitr ,

Si slngpsychromte'rora1.az.' Ldicator o'ets; t hey ?ust

see kithese things to appreciatethn
S .lv es and S.lvicultjrc:R Silvics ard silvicultur e may,7 well

be placed in, the. aove grouping of technlaical subjects. S3llvics,

the science, cons tiTtutes the fo dation f or siTviculture, the

la t he uYwr cula of all f orestrx scho olIs include silvcul tu

a~s one of the required courses0c Although a tho-ugh conceot

of th:e art conies ony aifter long years of exerie cce with the

Jor est, a large amiount of va cable Th forrntl n is given the

student in the year or more devoted to the subjects.
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M'--L years ago, hforestry was first begInning- to shaow

sig ns of a vigor ofs fu tu~re ex stence -,.nA i.." cs lvIc turdl

triin g -Ln -forestr:y schools pr'esent^C2 a ,r0a7 rob~p-, l

th+io -gh wre I ad inhIabUitedour uonrt -1ne t for s50U10 : u ^yea-,s adi

th~?t line wan ged to dev state' more - than half of th1- or-11ginal

ti nber of the land, 7ltt-le was known iL the fIeld of silvicu l-

tur e, Textboo" inmatrial anlled to European co~dtions, and

fOP Thi:s reason was not read-,ly usa ble.-

But at this time a hadful of otstanding foresters began

studies clnd experlmen ts which are toda y beg;inn1ing to bear frui't -.

For .any of our timber types we now have re iable inlforation

as to growt, seed., soil and site, pathol ogica.l and entomolt? ogi-

eat ene mi-os and values. American texts have been wr Itten so

that teachers ofj today are able to apply rules to ]locali ties and.

to illustrate rules with existing eprmns

Often the art of silviculture is taught in three steps:

a general considerationi of the forest and forest Inf luences, a

study of the application of silviculture to various species

and timber typos and finally an investigation of nursery prac-

tiro, seed ing and planting policy and forest reproduction in

genaeral, Cla.sses, on their laboratory trips, may plcant trees,

visit nurseries, perform ;carious types of silvicultural cuttings,

make soil tests, correlate tree growth with site and climatic

factors ; the study can be made intensely interesting under

proper direction and with the inspirational leadershipa of a

good teacher,

Moving to the other side of he fence, the instructor who
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is content to rely on text material solely, who is not personal-

ly interested in various experiments, who does not imbue the

class with enthusiasm and instill in them an alert, questioning

attitude, is not doing justice to his subject. Austin Cary

says that personality and sympathy are the main attributes of

a good teacher and goes on to say that "silviculture is the

central part of forestry and ought to be strongly developed."

(11)

Forest Pathology: That forest pathology is an important division

of forestry cannot be denied; when one reads that damage amount-

ing to approximately $250,000,000 occurs armually to wood prod-

ucts in the United States as a result of the attack of disease

organisms, he has tangible evidence of the fact. (3) By means

of a course in pathology the student becomes familiar with the

more common fungi found on living and dead trees, on slash,

on lumber, on seedlings, on bark, etc. These various diseases

are of vital concern to one associated with forestry work, since

one of the primary objectives of forestry is to produce healthy

and tr achantable trees.

It Is absolutely imperative that the class be given frequent

Oportunities to visit the field in order to collect and observe

specimens. Such a course cannot be taught in the classroom alo-E;

field observation is more than just a supplement to lecture

work in this course--it ass-us just as much importance as the

lecture work itself.

Under proper instruction a good knowledge of fungi diseases,

Parasitic diseases and physical injuries found conionly in the
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forest can be accumulated. Since many diseases are particular-

ly virulent in certain localities, it would be wise to stress

such diseases native to the iwarediate region more than diseases

not likely to be encountered in the course of work in that

region. Should the man find employment in distant parts, he

will be fami-lliar with literature on pathology and will be able

to refer to it for further information.

Forest Entomology: Forest entomology, the study of insects af-

fecting forest growth, is important, just as is pathology, be-

cause of the millions of dollars of timber and wood products

that are destroyed annually by insects. While the pathologist

may have white pine blister rust and the chestnut blight to con-

tend with, the entomologist has the equally destructive spruce

budworm, larch sawfly and pine beetles on which to devote his

attention.

Various insect epidemics have destroyed thousands of square

miles of valuable timber, and man has found himself helpless in

the face of the myriads of insects which appear periodically.

But the entomologist, by intensive study, has come to know the

life habits of many insects and in many cases has discovered

control methods which are feasible. It lies within the realmii

of entomology, then, to devise new means of combating destruct-

ive forest insects; if the forester knows the habits of the

most injurious of the insects, he has enough knowledge to make

a correct diagnosis in cases which he is most likely to meet

in the field.

Consequently, in presenting a course in forest entomology,



the instructor should concentrate on only the most important

insects. Entomology is such a vast field that it is impossible

to cover even a small percentage of the existing insect famil-

ies in one semester and it is wasted effort to try to do so.

The student can only assimilate just so much knowledge in a

given time, and to attempt to cover the entire subject even in

a general fashion is folly. Graves suggests that "special em-

phasis should be placed on the economic aspects of forest ento-

mology and practical methods of control of the injurious insects."

(15)

Forest Mensuration: Forest mensuration provides more working

tools for the professional forester than any other course in-

cluded in the field of forest management. A full year of study

should be devoted to mensuration, since this subject must cover

such a diversity of work that it cannot be successfully taught

in a shorter period of time.

This, likewise, is another course which cannot be presented

in the classroom alone. The principles driven home in the

lecture periods do not remain with the student long, if he is

not given a chance to apply them in the field. All phases of

mensuration work are closely allied with the forest. This is

true of log scaling, volume estimation, volume table construc-

tion, increment studies, yield table application and cost

estimations of field work. The student may understand the

material sufficiently well to pass examinations on the subject

during the term; but such an approach to a practical subject is

not itself practical and is unsound teaching technique.



If at all ocssible classes should be o arra iged that

classw-ork will c=;_,3reelhte divestly with field work. A' thie

time a stlu y Is being mada of log scaling ppactic-es, the clas's

should as fop otunLft ? )io to th'e woodts 'were ctown

logs are available ani whe? the. %an aettially apply the rules

lea-r ed in cla s . riwis l.ry , whe timber rouisr~g iaethas are

being stud lad, theo class should be ass'1 1g''ned. an area of 14-. ]baex'eda

lanxi to cmli se by oue of the acoepted mthods. puh ractices

giva the student a working -wo-wledge of the sabj t ; and. later

on when somae future employerA instrucots hinti to cruise an area or-
to scale a deck of logs, he will be ; ore cofeteat Sn handling

the job.

Many ecstevi schools are Tampered in that their experimuent-

al forests a3 e either ixiadequate or too distant for ordina.ry

usage. To circlaw-ent this difficult: such schools conentrate

their field wor.-k in xesurationi and present it at their surner

camops . Here the subject i3 studied. intensively- -that is, a

large poi tion of each week's stuxdy is deoted to mnensuration

prIactices , so that the total time devoted to the subject coroares

Vith th~at of western sc hools,

Measurat *on is taught at all forestry schools in the United
_LLtates, and the average period of time devoted to the subject is

ofle ;dear or 7.5" hours of study. As Graves po-ints out "'the sub-
ject i s fundamental to forest :aanage jnent antd essetial to many

phases of utilization, engineering and silviculture." (15) Graves

goes on further to say' "principles" should be stressed 1_n the

cour se,, which is sound logic, but these "'principles" netesearily
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bring field practrice into the picturea, and. ono s' old not con-

stince such advice as to :man the relinquls :mint of field work,

volt' d to the stu ant at times, is realwly valua~lo and appli-

cable study of certain forest )C--,tires such as stT.: page valua-

tion, tax stT dies andc insurance rat: rgs. The practice of forestry

awa1Mims involv 1es a' _c ompara vt i eY alo , .n .gtime 4J invesM en4t L01 , and the
returns are opdir)apily negligible intil the stand ratu -es and is

cut. In a selcetiozi systemu of forest-y there is fa 'y con-.

stant aninual income, but the investment still remainrs a lengthy

one . Furthermnore, with the exception of the Suath, selective

logging is still almosta noientity, so that anyone entering

the practice of forestry rust consider investments carefully.

High initial Investments, whether they be in planting or subse-

querit silvicultural treatment, exist for such a long period of

time that marketing of the r ture timber° years la ter may bring

a net loss as a result of the co a.,pw. d interest factor operating

oa the initial investment.

i t ca.. be seen, therefore, that are understvandingg of the

more basic principles of finance can mean. a great deal t o the

forest owner. As mentloned previously, the German state forest-

ers learned this to their chagrin, when they invested too much

money in silvlcu).tural treatment of young stands. The LI0 S.

Forest Service is studying the problew constantly through its

expert econominsts; the federal forest holdings and investments

are so large that this intensive study is often helpful. But

to the private holder of timber, whose possessions do not



ordinarily total moyre than a few tho sands of acres, a gene r-
al. knawl dge of compound interest and~ stumpage values is suffic-

ient.

Such L-n-orma tion is given in most forestry school finance

courses, and often studies aro also made of Forest Service

pr ctices in connection with stum-page appraisal, dawiage a ppais-

als, and cost conutations, Fifteen forestry schools offer

courses in Finance, and most of them condense thle subject into

a one-semester, course.

Forest Managment: Forest management is ordiinarily said to In-

clhde all courses dealing with thbe handling of forestry property.

Suchi a consideration of the term would place mensuration,

finance, admtnistration and various kinds of management within

its bounds. However, rang schools offer indiv dual courses in

fora:est Management that are concerned actually with maagemrent

pry ut ices and Problemns of forests. Students learn management

techiniques applicable to vari ous types of stanids including those

which ae even-aged, all aged, virgin, over-mature, understocked,

etc, he course is a practical one that smacks of forestry from

beg~inrg to end; it helps the student to understand the rinci-

Ples involved Ii selective logging, economic selection and sus-
tained yield--terms commonly encountered in forestry literature

and. discussion of today.

Such a course may be taught very nicely within the class-

xlooi-j4o students who have had field work ina mensuration, engineer-

irig and silviculture. Such students have a background of Field

experience which permits them to visualize t-he various kinds of
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fos practi44ce under, discussi:Lon. Furtuhem ooe, the.y cc-,n appreec-

iate. arHully the -proble~tas of logginrg managed t~it bberlands, such

a.- Poacd costs, costs of rad n equipmen.t mau*Ltena-nce, depreci-

at--io n charges on equipment, etc. Such considerations are of

importance in Forest manageme t, since te fa eea.i h
"break-even"t point oni an operation

Some schools, such as Orf-goa State College, for examfple,

in clude a requiremen~t within tle ir naage ment course that the

students prepare a mng~eet plan for an actual fcrest area.

Such a study helps to Ipress the &D ewhat involved- terset:s of

wanagc ien tmor the s tudent'le- i..rd, and mjay prove invaluable to

Iliaf later .Th life shlold he be called upon to set up an actual

-ur kiing lai-t.for an a ia.Lnthe ease cited stut-ent1S -prepare a

~T~agiertplani Pfo t 50 -sre school focrest lying sev'sxn miles

from -'he campus. Practically all of this forest is stocked-a,

miost of it wIth go odCL qJty stladapds. the area possesses two

exce lleriw ro ta al rarke t , AIbay and Corvallis,lcte less

than ten miiles away. In the proble j, the student roust first

decide wfe the r to use the timber as fuelwoocd or lumber; the,

he must de teri 4ua his rotation aftar which hearanynges his cut-

ting blocks, provides for reseeding, l,,cates foaass computes

c0osts and. future i: .o+1es, $ -much th. sarie techn ique is -fol-

lcowed in governueriet :anagamnet work, the knowl edgea derived fYrom

L e study - s D rva .-t ic a'al M -Uat~ report itse lf iay at c me later-iCte 
i pte a an er4e'. el SO P 0?f o a i "o

Forest Ac'iistratiori Teni schools off r mk -In forest ddns

ration, but tha nature of thee admInIstratIon courses vari, l
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with the in:st.itution. The cour; e should logically eral~vace

"tre various activities of business managementofa.E 4f orest",

gut these ativities are "roguish thlings" that somne may h-old

imn ortant and others not. (1)Te-oreis- 1 e-hu

one, usual,y given for onl.y one seiester. Aiiong the things kis-

cussed by mlost istructors are problems of" persornel nansgeriewt,

business managei-ient, labo-o organizat-ion, labor a"lefic--ricy,

0 ojeves of business, etLc. In somue instvitutlins such a course

as this -)resent; a welcome chand; to the student In that thought~-

pro-;okng questions, som e of thkemr of a phiiosoi-hica1 nature,
-ae discussed in cla ss. Thus, the students have an o pportunity

to exp-Lrass thei own ti h-s sand. c cnvicu: ons andare enabled(

to b-. ak awcy froi ~chna and'orblei+Aicourses -which somriettimes

co q ,pis 1-1nearly th yir entire sh ;9uue.

Range Mara gernent: On c ertain sat' o fl o i st s n th e Wes, t'hc

ii~andlnU f 72.Zing pc3s7i...t$ h a -ecroth ri.n clple duty o2

t o r e L t h a _t m e rO f iv a l s . .Ie n e 1 i g e , i " i h 'b9 y ~ -w h e r e a s t h - s a n d s

upon ,th-ousnnds of vast mountain meadows cnsitut.ethe byest- kind

of gra z--fg Iand.. Ir- acorda ie WIti thei poli, a .cy ofthre g-) .e jrr

it, ?"ri%:Cs tr: ?i. t give the greesta:'out of' good to the

greatest nu uer of people ox, the loangest par-iod of timne, this

grazing laad. is ?Dade avai-la tle to wster1. zt oclkowners.

ofuch use of gox rent range ii-volves a great deal of super-

Vision, and. it is, of course, desirable to have Juen available

who[: 're 1efe A-C$l' r 1t crange :a -tf i e. scht rainin .. g isg given

in at least sev n collages---Calif ornia, Oregon Stp-te, Washington
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St t, Tda'h Ja, voian n.Iowa, fU7aCtid addoiton itr&'e

1lil tedC trin 7gIcax be ol>jai red "atd; i l}othertj

in th.e C2o'a of Individual cirslles in rag aag et tudet S

intendingto workon weter ntionel Y'ores s aft ' du t!n

shoud Jbe encouraged to seek at least a ba oie understa~rding

of ran gee :eiii-volvL g a general knowledge ofurasses,

stock, stock poisons and diseases, etc. ($ee page 67)

Wildlife V1 05iI1U1e hsc Ceived a tremendous boost

Orlirng recent years ; dw:dling resourcGes have been stab 22izecI

In iany ca1ses La i oti-ers they have even enIncreasad be-

y ornd. t'ae nui&qers which in.rhabited the land. at the tie of the

discovery of °7eric a For examiple, it has been estimated that

deer populations to be found east of the M~issisippi river ar-e

at the present time larger tan those liv ing mere before the

time of Coluzmbus e(2)

However, such is not universally the case with &lour

Wi i life; mountain sheep, raount a-i goats, grizzly bear, moose

and caribou appear to be greaduel ~y diminishing throughout much
of their range. (35) The natioDnal forests have a large responsi"-

bility in this connection, since so Imary wildlife species live

within their bounds. It is estimated that75 of the big game

In the West are depe d rt on the nati onal forests f or sumnmer

'lorage.

Wildlife ad izni stration has come to be oane of the very im-

Portarnt divisions5 in the Forest Serv ice ; by the close of 1978

some 58 expo-rt wildlife technicians had been taken into the

ramis of the Service, wh.le many rangers also devote much of



their time to the probla us brought on by wild creatures inhab-

iting their districts. This being the case, it can readily

be seen that there i a need for wenv ho have had some training

in wildlife administration, Unless specialization is intended

by The person, it is not necessary that more than one or two

courses be taken, since this should give him sufficient know-

edge to meet the general run of difficu-ties he is likely to

encounter. (See page 84)

Forest Recreation: Just as with wildlife, forest recreation

gas experienced a 3happ rise in popularity within recent years.

People have found themiselves with free time, fast automobiles,

good roads and have turned an eye toward wholesome recreation.

This they have f ound in the various national parks and national

forests of the country. Vast numbers of recreationists total-

ling as ma-ny as 30,000,000 in a single year visit our national

forests. (31)

With this new development occurring, a new type of special-

ist has come into being--the recreation specialist or engineer.

He must be a man with vision, have a flair for landscape design,

must appreciate the value of simple and natural features of

beauty. Although individual courses in the field of forest

recreation are much to be recommended, it is, nevertheless,

certainly not possible to really become trained in such work

Without studying landscape and cultural courses at some length.

Forest Policy and History: In order to really impart the proper

background to the training of a forester, it is necessary to

include courses considering the past developments in forestry.
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Although United States forest history does not date back so very

far, this history is replete with stories of fortunes made,

of resources squandered, of governmental mistakes and of log-

ging procedures.

It seems strange to realize that more than 2/3 of our orig-

inal timber resources have been removed. Such facts as this

Obtained from a course in forest history do much to give the

student a true understanding of what lies behind our present-

day forestry picture. He will find a great deal of very inter-

esting reading as he studies the course, although some of this

information may make him writhe at the corruption and waste

Which has occurred during the exploitation of our timber re-

sources.

Recommended Subjects:

P~hoo ra: Although all of the courses listed previously as

desirable to the student are certainly well worth considering,

1O attempt will here be made to consider each one of them in-

dividually. However, of the list two seem especially worthy of

Mention--photography and tree pruning. With so much of his time

devoted to the out-of-doors, the forester should be familiar

with at least the rudiments of photography. This can be a source

Of great satisfaction to him, particularly since he has such a

fine opportunity to behold beauty so often. A course in photog-

raphy of average college caliber should suffice very nicely to

give him an excellent background in photography which he can

expand later with added reading and personal experience.

Tree pruning: Although not at all widely offered in forestry
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schools, tree pruning is a practical course of which every

forester should have some knowledge. In portions of the East,

where ice and wind storms occasionally occur, a trained man

in this field should find plenty of work, particularly if the

public can be made to realize that such men exist and are avail-

able. Eastern forestry schools in particular should endeavor to

include some of this work in their forestry curricula. With em-

ployment opportunities in pure Forestry now becoming manifestly

inadequate to take care of the hundreds of trained foresters

emerging from forestry schools, an obligation rests squarely

upon these schools. It is their duty to investigate all allied

fields close to forestry in order that their graduates may have

an opportunity to realize some tangible benefits from their train-

ing. Tree pruning offers such a supplemental field, and it

would seem desirable that every forest school graduate should have

some practical training, as well as classroom instruction, on the

subject.

COMPARATIVE ANALYSES OF FORESTRY SCHOOL CURRICULA

As has been mentioned previously, nearly all forestry schools

in the country tend to develop specialty departments in some

phase of forestry. An attempt has been made to compare the curri-

cula offered in such specialty divisions and in each case an ef-

fort has been made to include the better known schools in each

comparison. Since much of the work has been based to a very

large extent merely upon a careful consideration of the curricu-

lum for each school as it is presented in the school's forestry
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proportional to the exactness and veracity of the information

contained within the bulletin in question. For example, two

schools may each list ten hours of required chemistry courses

within their curricula. Yet this does not necessarily mean that

the train ing will be equally as comprehensive in both cases.

One institution may have better equipment or more capable in-

structors, and as a result, the student receives more complete

traiing.

Although the accuracy of the comparisons are limited by

tie above-mentioned items, it is believed that, by and large,

the analysis presents a true picture. The curricula in logging

engineering is considered first.

Logging Engineering:

Logging engineering, the application of which is now pretty

largely centralized in Canada and the Pacific Northwest, has

undergone some interesting evolutionary changes. For many years

the hard-living loggers found their transportation problems rela-

tively simple, since they confined their logging activities to

areas immediately adjacent to streams or other transportational

facilities.

As time went on, however, they were compelled to move further

away from streams and roads and into the virgin timber of the

West in order to reach the timber. Their oxen worked slowly

and log production slowed up. To meet these changing conditions

in the 80's and 901s the steam donkey engine was improved and

adapted to logging on the Pacific Coast. (27)
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Early application of the "donkey" consisted solely of

skidding the logs over skidroads to water or railroad landings, the

individual logs being hauled out of the woods to the skidroad

by reans of bull teams. Later the bull teams were supplanted

entirely by donkey engines, and engineering began to play a

more important part in the business of logging.

Production increased greatly, and it became necessary to

move back further nto the hills. Unlike the eastern forests,

transportation by water was commonly impossible, and it became

necessary for trained men to deterlitine grades, lay out curves,

study yarding distances and construct railroads, flumes and roads.

During the early days of the World War further revolution-

ary changes were made in the "fir region" when the high lead

system of logging was introduced. (27) At the same time various

skyline systems were devised in order to increase production.

Small fortunes were invested in railroads, engines, expensive

logging equipment and bridges; such high capital investment

required high outputs of logs and mass production followed, "Hi-

Ball" became the slogan of all successful operations.

It was at about this time, during the years of 1910-12,

that forestry schools began to add departments of Logging Engin-

eering to their curricula. Logging had become an involved busi-

ness with engineering problems to be solved, and trained men

were needed.

The need for college-trained logging engineers exists in

the Pacific Northwest and Canada (in the Northwest and Northeast)

today just as much as it did twenty years ago. Four schools offer
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day it is necessary for us to watch costs and to know how to

study cost statements as worked out by our accountants. A brief

course of study on this subject will be of great value to every

graduate entering operations." (7)

TABLE II. AN ANALYSIS OF LOGGING ENGINEERING CURRICULA
OFFERED IN THE UNITED STATES TODAY, SHOWING NUMBER OF
HOURS REQUIRED IN COURSE GROUPINGS AT EACH INSTITUTION

Courses Oregon University
State of
College Washington

Botany 4 5.3

Business Administration 11.3 0

Chemistry 2 6.7

Design 4 2

Economics 2 2

Electives 14.7 12

Engineering 12 8

English 6 3.3
Forestry 26 38

Geology 2 0

Logging 24.7 8

Mathematics 8.1 6.6

Physics 4 13.3

Seminar 2 0

Silviculture 2 10

Social Science 5.3 0

Wood Technology 2 12.6
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TABLE III. A TABULATION INDICATING NUMBER OF HOURS
REQUIRED IN INDIVIDUAL COURSES IN LOGGING ENGINEERING
CURRICULA

Courses Oregon University
State of
College Washington

Accounting 6_-

Algebra___2.7°-

Botany 4 5.3

Bridge Design_ 2

Business Law 5.3 -

Chemistry 2 6 7

Commercial Woods 2

Dendrology 2.7 4

Drawing 2

Economics 2 2

Electives 14.7 12

Engineering 12 8

English 6 3.3

Field Trip -* 10.7

Forestry (General) 2.7 2.7

Forest Administration - 2

Forest Economics 2.7 -

Forest Finance 5.3 5.3

Forest Pathology - 303

Forest Protection 2.7 4

Geology 2

Government 5.3

Lumbering - 3.3

Logging Design 2e-

Logging Methods 2

Logging Plans 10 8

*Oregon State students take a three week trip annually,
but receive no credit for this work.
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TABLE III (Continued)

Courses Oregon University
State of
College Washington

Mensuration 8 6.7

Physics 4 10

Preservation - 2

Seminar

Silviculture 2 10

Statistics 2,7 3.3

Timber Physics - 3.3

Timber Transportation 10.7

Trigonometry 2.7 3.3

Wood Structure 2

Wood Technology 2

Wood Utilization 3.3
. . .,.. . . -, .,P- ... ,..,... ..a.,,R. ......,-.... .. m--,....,. . -. }- .

Another probable weakness existent at Washington, just as it

also exists at many other schools, is an insufficient amount of

training in English. Only 3.3 hours are required, and this is

certainly not sufficient time to train a person in the fundamentals

of good English, particularly if he comes to college handicapped

by poor training in a small high school. Forestry officials and

logging companies have observed this deficiency in English

training and some have commented on the need for improvement

here.

Mr. H. W. Eades with The Forest Products Laboratories in

Vancouver says: "it has been my experience that many forestry

graduates, individually clever and earnest wcrkers carry little

weight in the communitieswhere they live and suffer from the
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point of view of efficiency in their work, simply because they

are quite inarticulate and cannot express themselves adequate-.

ly either on paper or by word of mouth. A sound knowledge of

the English language, written and spoken, is essential to a

man nowadays who expects to become a leader. I have found this

a weak point in the training of graduates from Canadian universi-

ties, and particularly in the training of those from American

universities. Foresters who cannot speak well, nor write a

good report or business letter can never expect to carry much

weight." (9)

Logging engineering seniors at Washington spend all of the

spring term on a field trip, which brings them in contact with

typical work and enables them to meet future employers. Five

to six weeks are utilized in camp to work up the field work

data, and one week is spent visiting representative mills and

logging operations. This sort of work is excellent training

for the graduate, and is an essential part of any logging en-

gineering school.

And now, having discussed Washington's strong and weak

points, let us consider the curriculum at Oregon State College.

Here the emphasis is placed largely on preparation of logging

plans, the transportation of timber from the woods to the mills,

on accounting and business law, and on design courses applying

particularly to logging engineering.

Considering the subject purely from the standpoint of suit-

ability to produce a qualified logging engineer, it seems that

Oregon State possesses the more balanced course. Basic training
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is given in general forestry, dendrology, botany, English,

mathematics, mensuration, surveying, drafting, physics, chemis-

try, business and social science courses. Each of these sub-

jects is evaluated from the standpoint of the needs of a prac-

ticing logging engineer, and the time devoted to each course is

allotted accordingly.

Forest engineering has the most hours of study assigned to

it; 12 hours are required here, but this is after all probably

the most used of all training the engineer has in his possession.

Delahey says that "many will claim that good courses in forest

engineering are given in all forest schools, but I am of the

opinion that even more attention should be paid to this subject'

(7)

After grounding the student with this training his first

two years, the junior and senior years are spent with logging

engineering courses almost exclusively. At this time the

student also is given 6 hours of study in accounting--3 hours

are devoted to two special courses in accounting for engineers

and foresters and 3 hours are given over to cost accounting.

Thus it can be seen that the students have an excellent back-

ground in accounting. At the same time they also are given

5.3 hours of business law, and this. is also very desirable from

the standpoint of business.

With the exception of these studies in business courses,

the logging engineers spend most of their time within the forest-

ry school and in the field, Two courses deal with bridge design

and logging machinery design. True-to-scale models are used in
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these courses. Another course requires that each man draw up

plans for a modern logging camp, based on a given number of

men, and that they also make scaled drawings for their plans.

As to field work the student has four different courses

his junior and senior years which draw him into the field.

10 hours are provided for studies in logging plans; here the

men spend one day each week in the field, where they survey a

merchantable Douglas fir stand, prepare topographic and relief

maps and cruise the timber. This data they then take into the

classroom, where they prepare complete logging plans for the

area.

Relatively a large amount of study is directed toward rail-

road construction in connection with logging. The bridge design

course is primarily related to railroad trestle construction

and design. Then, in the senior year 10.7 hours are spent study-

ing timber transportation methods and logging railroads are

studied at length here. In connection with this course, for

some years now the senior logging engineers have spent one full

day of each week all year long in the field locating a logging

railroad which will probably be constructed and used at some

future date. The railroad will be used to tap a large body of

timber, and the location being laid out by classes of senior

logging engineers is the result of intensive reconnaissance

surveys and accurate field work so that the work completed is

thoroughly reliable and practical.

The school of logging engineering at Oregon State operates

under a numerical advantage in that the enro'lments are small
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(ordinarily there are about fifteen students in the junior and

senior classes combined), so that much individual attention

from the instructor is possible. Most men enrolled in this

course have a wide background of woods experience ; this is per-

haps to be expected since "candidates for degrees in logging

engineering are required to have at least six months experience

in logging operations." (42)

From the above discussion, it can be seen that Washington

students receive all of their work in the field at the Charles

Lathrop Pack Forest during the last three months of their

senior year, whereas Oregon State men work considerably, but

not exclusively, on outdoor problems the year around during

their junior and senior years. The Oregon institution has the

advantage of having a 4500 acre tract of school-owned timber,

much of which is merchantable, just seven miles from the campus.

Furthermore, there are many thousands of acres of forest land

in the nearby Coast Range mountains which are available to the

logging students, and one such tract is being used constantly

at the present time.

During the spring of their last year, Oregon State logging

engineers engage in a three-week tour of loggingand milling

operations. On this trip students visit fir logging operations,

large fir mills, Port Orford cedar woods operations, redwood

and sugar pine cutting operations in California and ponderosa

pine mills and logging operations in the Klamath region of

Oregon. Operators are very cooperative, and permit the boys to

examine their work thoroughly. It is not uncommon for the students
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to make contacts at this time which produce jobs three months

later when they graduate,

Unlike the condition existing with respect to logging

engineering curricula in the United States, range management

is offered at a number of institutions. A discussion of this

course of study, as presented in some of the better schools,

follows.

Range Management;

Recent developments that iave taken place on federally-

owned grazing lands in the West point out particularly well that

there is a need for men trained in range management activities.

The Taylor Grazing Act of 1934 is expected to correct many exis-

tent evils on 142,000,000 acres of Public Domain grazing land,

and administration of the grazing on these lands is to be placed

largely in the hands of college-trained men.

The Department of Interior intends to organize this land

under a system much like that in effect on the National Forest

lands. Large areas are being laid out into districts, and

these in turn are broken down into smaller units similar to the

ranger districts of the Forest Service. As yet the government

has not fully manned all of these areas, and it has been said

that a dearth of experienced men exists so that it is particu-

larly difficult to fill the higher personnel positions.

Several schools are offering training in range management,

and hope to place their graduates in government work, since

this is the only extensive field of employment open to a

person with such training, although the private livestock
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industry will in time supplement this. University of California,

Oregon State College, Washington State College, University of

Idaho, Utah State Agricultural College, Montana State University

and Iowa State College have special courses in range management.

A thorough survey of all agricultural colleges has not been

made, but the above list of schools includes all forestry schools

which offer range management work.

All but the Oregon institution include range management in-

struction within the forestry school itself, so that fairly

thorough training in forestry is also obtained. At Oregon State

College the course is given in the school of agriculture so that

farm practices, rather than forestry, supplement the range management

work. However, many forestry students here take the more import-

ant range courses, so that their training is comparable to that

of range management students in the other institutions.

A comparison of the curricula outlined by each of the schools

shows that they are all quite similar. (See Tables IV and V)

In the case of Iowa, those students majoring in range management

must complete five years of college work, and this fact should

be remembered when this curriculum is compared to those of

other schools in the subsequent discussion,

The University of California offers a course in range manage-

ment which, at least from outward appearances, contains several

probable weaknesses. A. W. Sampson, who is a member of the

faculty there, is one of the school's strongest assets. He is

a well-known authority on range work; and it is he who conducts

the courses dealing directly with range management. Fortunately
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TABLE IV. A ANALYSIS OF RANGE MANAGEMENT CURRICULA OFFERED
IN TIM UNITED STATES TODAY SHOWING NUJMBER OF HOURS REQUIRED
IN COURSE GROUPINGS AT EACH INSTITUTION

Calif-. Idaho Iowa Mont- Oregon Utah Washing-
Corses ornia ana State ton State

Agriculture 0 0 2 0 6 8 2

Animal Husbandry 0 0 2.7 0 36 48

cBeriYlg _ 0 2.7 0 2 Th0 4

Biology 0 0 41 6.6 ® 0 0
Botany 19 25 14 22.3 11.3 15.3 17

BuTsi-n si-Aaii E, 0 0 0 0 2 0 0

Chemistry 13 11 9.3 10 90310 11

Ecology 3 3 6 2 2.7 6.7 3

Econaolics 9 6 0 2.7 6 3.3 4
Electives 11 .l -- 11.3 8 26 _6

Engineering 6 9 6.7 4.7 2 8.7 7
English 6 6 64 6 5.3 8

Erosion 03 0 0 6 0

Forestry 12T 18 42 29,3 -0 10.7__-29

Genetics 0 0 2 0 0 0 __0

Geology 3 8 2 0 0 3.3 0
Hydrology 0 0 0 0 0 3.3 0

Journalism 0 0 4 04 0 0

Mathematics 6 8 6,7 10.7 0 7.3 3
Physics 8 4 2 - 0 0 3.3 -0

Public Speaking 0 0 2 0 2 2 0

Rangemanagement 6 8 13.3 12.7 15.3 11.3 11

Social Science 0 0 .20 0 4
Soils 4 4 4 2 4 3.3 2

Wildlife 0 0 8 8 6 6.7 6

Zoology 3 4 0 0 2 0 0
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TABLE v. TABULATION INDICATING NUMBER OF HOURS REQUIRED
IN INDIVIDUAL COURSES IN RANGE MANAGEMENT CURRICULA

Calif- Idaho Iowa Mont- Oregon Utah Washing-
Courses ornia ana State ton State

Accounting 0 0 0 0 2 0 0

Agr onomy M 0 0 .. 0 . ,. 0 2 ... . 4.7 0_

Animal Breeding 0 0 0 0 4 0 0

Animal Nutrition 0 0 0 0 2.7 0 0

Bacteriology 0 0 2.7 0 2 0 -4

Biology 0 0 4 6.7 0 0 0

Birds & Mammals 0 0 0 . r3

Botany 16 25 14 19.7 11.3 12.7 11_
Chemistry 13 11 93 10 9,3 10 11

Drawing 0 3 0 0 0 3.3 2

Ecology 3 3 6 2 2.7 6.7 3
Economics 9- 6 0 2.7 6 3.3 4

English . _ _. _ -. 6 6 6 m 4 6.....5.3 8

Erosion 0 3 4 0 0 6 0

Farm Animals 0 . 3 ®0 .0 . 10 0 3

Forage Crops 0 0 2 0 2 0 -- 2

Forest Admin. 0 3 0 0 0 2 0

Forest Econ. 0 3 6.7 2.7 0 0 2

Forest Insects 0 0 2 0 0 0 0

ForestManagement 3 0 2.7 10 0 0 3

Forest Mapping 0 0 2 _ .7 0 0 0

ForestOperations 0 0 2.7 0 0 0 0

ForestPlanting 0 0 3.3 0 0 0 2

Forest Products 0 0 0 6.7 0 0 3

Forest Protection 0 3 2 2 0 2 2

General Forstry 3 4 6 4 0 2 3

Genetics 0 0 2 0 0 0 0

Geology 3 8 2 0 0 3.3 0
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TABLE V. (Continued)

Cali- Idholowa Mont-Oregon Utah Washing-
Co:.rses ornia ania State ton State

Horticulture 0 0 0 0 2 0 0

Hydrology 0 0 0 0 0 3.3 0

Journalism 0 0 4t 0 4t 0 0

Land Utilization 0 0 0 0 0 3.3 0

Logging 0 +0 0 0 0 0 4t

Livestock Diseases 0 0 2.7 0 8 0 0

Lumbering .,...... ... 0 0- 6 0 0 0 0

Mathematics 68 6.7 10.7 0 7.3 3

Mensuration 3 3 7,3 3.3 0 2,7 I4

physics 8 . 4 2 0 0 3.3 0

Poisonous Plants 0 0 2 0 0 0 0

Range Economics 0 0 0 0 3.3 20

Range L .aw _ _ 0 0fl 2,7 2.7 t 0 3

Range Management 6 .6 4 10 0 5,3 5

Ranage Proc;blems 0 0 . 7 0 - 2 It + -0

Sheep Husbandry 0 0 0 0 2 4t 2

Silviculture 3 2 9.3 0 0 2 6

Soils I 4t 4t 2 I4 3.3 2

Speech ___ 0 0 2 0 2 2 0

Stock Judging0 0 0 0 4 0 0

Stock Management 0 2 2 0 6 0 3

Social Science 0 0 2 0 4.07 0 4t
Suvying 6 6 6.7 I.7 2 5.3 5

Taxonomy__ 3 0 0 2.7 0 2.7 6

Wildlife 0 0 8 8 6 6.7 3

Zoology 3 It 0 0 2 _0 0_
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enough, also, the headquarters of the California Forest and

Range Experiment Station are located on the campus, so that

equipment and data are readily available.

An examination of the courses included in the curriculum

at California shows that no agricultural and very few range

management courses are offered. A relatively large amount of

chemistry, botany and physics is required of the student instead.

However, if a person intends to center his activities on range

management, he will hardly find sufficient courses to gain

an acquaintance with the work. For example, he gets no training

whatsoever in farm animals, feeding, sheep or animal husbandry,

forage crops or range economics.

Assuming that the other schools are right in including these

courses within their range management curricula, California

could better this division of their forestry school by bringing

in additional courses which are agricultural in nature.

Oregon State College has a curriculum in range management

that is much more complete. The chief weakness that one observes

in examining the course is that no training is given in forestry

or mathematics, while very little surveying work is included.

The school would do well to include some forestry courses such

as silviculture, forest protection and forest management, because

much government range work overlaps with forestry. In view of

recent events, it seems probable that all schools could add to

the number of required forestry credits, since it is believed

that in the future the Junior Range Examiner will be abandoned

and range management questions will be included in the Junior
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Forester examination.

Likewise some basic instruction in mathematics is quite

likely to prove valuable in the field. Surveying work requires

a knowledge of trigonometry and algebra, and much of the sampl-

ing work could be facilitated by an application of statistical

methods. Oregon State could probably drop two or three agri-

cultural courses and substitute some mathematics instead. It

also seems strange that so little time is devoted to surveying;

students are given only one two-hour course, whereas it would

seem that they could do very nicely with eight or ten hours

of study in this subject.

Oregon State is not alone in this weakness; none of the

schools offer more than 6.7 hours of surveying and most of them

offer less. In government service the range manager must have

a thorough knowledge of land subdivision, map formation and sur-

veying technique--this sort of thing will occupy much of his

time. And a good working grasp of these subjects requires con-

siderable study. Perhaps the schools will add to their engineer-

ing courses in the future.

Washington State College, located in the open land of

eastern Washington, offers a course in range management that

compares closely to that given in Oregon. Many short courses

are included, dealing largely with farming subjects such as farm

animals, stock management, sheep husbandry and forage crops.

Sound basic training is also given in forestry, so that a weak-

ness does not exist here.

No geology is given range management students at Washington
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State, and only very limited training in soils and economics

is included. In common with most of the other schools, no

attention is given to economics, livestock diseases and animal

breeding; these courses have much to recommend them. Geology

and soils are of paramount importance to one interested in soil

condition and capacity. Range management obviously requires con-

stant attention to soils and soil cover. It requires that suit-

able plant cover be introduced and maintained on grazing areas,

which in turn demands a knowledge of soil and ground formations.

Only four hours of economics are required of the student

following range work at Washington State College; it seems

Probable that 1OC ni v: ld be an advantage to him, par-

ticularly if he should go into the livestock business himself.

The raising of cattle Is a business of sudden changes--prices

vary, feed costs fluctuate, weather conditions create sudden

emergencies 0  Such situations demand quick action on the part of

the stock raiser, and his decisions must be based largely on

economic principles.

University of Idaho is another northwestern institution that

has a curriculum in range management. This is given in the school

of forestry, but after the first year range management students

break away from forestry courses pretty largely. Range manage-

meet here 'is designed to prepare students for all lines of re-

search and administrative grazing work wIth the U.S.Forest Service,

Soil Conservation Service, Taylcr Act Administration and livestock

companies.' (48)

The outstanding feature of the Idaho curriculum is the large
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amount of botany included in the course of study. 25 hours of

botany are required for graduation, so there can be no doubt

but that graduates here are well versed in things botanical.

Despite the fact that so much time Is given over to botany,

Idaho has a well-balanced curriculum. Considerable time is

devoted to chemistry, economics, mathematics and geology, and

quite a few range courses are also included.

Utah State College lays considerable stress on its range

management course, which is one of the option courses within the

forestry school. The course of study "acquaints the student wl th

proper methods of maintaining the production of native range

lands and the proper methods of managing range livestock." (50)

Graduates are in a position to take civil service examinations

in range management and soil conservation.

An interesting thing about the Utah curriculum is the large

number of elective hours open to the student. He has a total of

26 hours to devote to subjects of his own choosing, whereas

most schools have ten or less elective hours. However, students

ordinarily utilize these free hours by taking additional courses

in range studies, so that the situation is not so significant as

it might seem.

Considerable time at Utah is devoted to soil and erosion

study, and such training is timely when one considers all of the

work being done in the West on erosion control, soil conservation

and water conservation. 9.3 hours of such study are stipulated,

and additional elective hours are ordinarily utilized here to

obtain more work in this field of study. This is the only school
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Which offers a course in hydrology, which ties in very closely

with erosion work.

Montana. State University also attracts range management

Students to its campus by its range curriculum, which includes a

liberal mixture of forestry and range courses. Strong points here

are studies in the fields of botany, wild animal management,

mathematics, forestry and biology. Particularly complete are

the studies in botany, since 22.3 hours are required for gradua-

tion in range management. (49)

The courses in wild animal management work in particular

is well for the graduate who secures employment with the Forest

Service. During recent years the Forest Service has been taking

more and more interest in the wild animals that inhabit the

forests. Management plans, game counts and studies are being

made constantly in the national forests. Any person connected

with grazing on national forests must be aware of the problems

that arise from heavy populations of deer and elk and how to deal

with them. Problems in connection with wild grazing animals such

as antelope and buffalo and elk also occur on much public domain

land and grazing reserves, and a knowledge of remedial measures

is of value here.

Approximately 11 hours are given over to mathematics, and

seven hours to biology; this is considerably more than is required

in most schools and gives the student ample training in these

two important subjects.

The school offers fewer range courses than do most of the

other schools, and is noticeable weak in economics and soils
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courses. Only 2.7 hours are devoted to economics and no busi-

ness courses are listed, while but 2 hours of soils study

are manifestly insufficient to teach the subject properly.

Iowa State College provides training in range management

for young men living in the Middle West. The course compares

to those at Oregon State College and Washington State College,

and seems quite well-balanced throughout. It is noticeably

strong in forestry courses such as silviculture, mensuration and

forest economics, and it is possible that these courses are

stressed too much, to the detriment of training in range courses.

Forestry courses consume a total of 42 hours--much more than at

any other institution.

However, the school also has a considerable number of range

and agricultural courses within its curriculum, and judging from

the number and character of these, the range course as a whole

is well-rounded. The fact that so many forestry and range courses

are completed by the student is explained by the fact that very

few elective hours are listed and also because the curriculum

here considered is on a five year basis,

5 : To summarize the good and bad points of each of the

schools, it might be said that California has the weakest of the

range management curricula, Too few courses are offered in the

Major field of range management. Oregon State College offers a

complete course in range work, and the only criticism of any

note is that no heed is paid to forestry training. Washington

State College also gives very complete training in range and

agricultural work; it is weak in its soils and economics courses.
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Judging only on the basis of required courses, Idaho has one

of the strongest range management courses in the country, al-

this might readily be questioned because of the paucity of

agriculture and animal husbandry courses. Utah has a very good

course, probably the most well-rounded in the United States,but

might add more business and forestry required courses with benefit.

The same thing holds true for the course at Montana State Uni-

versity, although other deficiencies exist here also. Iowa ranks

well toward the top with its numerous forestry and range courses

required for graduation combining to produce well-trained men.

The United States Civil Service Commission has recently

questioned the adequacy of the range management courses in the

majority of the institutions discussed. It is apparently be-

lieved that too little training in the agricultural phases of

range management, such as agronomy and animal husbandry courses,

are offered in the schools. Further investigation may reveal

that specific training of the type desired is offered, but that

it is classified under general terms not indicative of the true

nature of the courses. Nevertheless, this action on the part of

the federal government may well lead some of the schools to make

alterations within their curricula, since they cannot afford to

ignore such a large potential employer of their graduates.

Although constructive range management practice is of

relatively recent origin, many of the courses have been in exist-

ence for some time. In the case of wildlife education this is

not true. Very little work has been done in most phases of

Wildlife, and few trained wildlife experts are available today.
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With this sort of a situation existing, it is interesting to

analyze what is being done in this field of education.

Wildlife:

Although some might possibly object that a discussion of

wild life curricula does not properly come within the scope of

this analysis of forestry curricula, an examination of courses

at several of the schools outstanding in wild life work has been

included. Actually wildlife management and forestry are alike

in many respects; the well-rounded forester must know something

of wildlife problems and vice versa. This fact is becoming

increasingly appreciated as time goes on, and "the U.S.Forest

Service has formally recognized wildlife management as an

integral part of the administration of its various forests," (52)

Some leaders in the field of wildlife feel that the man who

has a degree in forestry and later takes up graduate work in

wildlife management has "a distinct advantage over the man who

picks up his graduate work in forestry and wildlife management

after first receiving his degree in zoology" (51) In other

words some wildlife educators actually place wildlife management

within the realm of forestry; in fact twelve of the twenty-three

institutions offering wildlife training give sufficient under-

graduate training in forestry courses to the wildlife student

So as to make him eligible for membership as a Junior member of

the Society of American Foresters. (38) However, despite the

attitude of various schools on the relationship of forestry to

Wild life, it is certainly true that both are encompassed within

the broad field of land use,
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With the exception of a few instances in which colleges

offered isolated courses in wildlife, very little real progress

in wildlife training occurred until fifteen years ago when the

first undergraduate course in game management was begun. (38)

Probably the rapid expansion of education in this field can be

traced directly back to the beginning of the first Roosevelt

administration in 1932 and shortly thereafter. With a government

definitely sympathetic toward conservation proposals, protagon-

ists of wildlife measures were able to accomplish more in four

years than during any other period in the country's history.

As the government began to cast a favorable eye upon many pro-

jects, it was only natural that young men became attracted to

such work. This, in turn, led to the establishment of many

courses in wildlife management. "The greatest increase in the

number of colleges offering game management occurred four years

ago, when six colleges started courses. The following year six

more colleges offered courses, but only two new ones started the

next year." (38)

Since many of the schools have been established but a short

time, it is true that some of them are not too firmly organized

as yet. New courses will have to be added and others dropped ;

facilities and equipment must be augmented; additional competent

instructors must be secured. As yet "there is little . . . agree-

Ment among the various schools regarding the essential training

for a wildlife specialist, indicating a marked variation in the

various schools' concepts of the meaning of wildlife management."

Of the twenty-three institutions offering some courses in wildlife
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fourteen place it under the department of forestry, five under

zoology, three under agriculture and one under a combination of

agriculture and forestry.

To a certain extent the schools have been influenced by the

recommendations of the Bureau of Biological Survey pertaining

to a suitable course in wildlife management, As Professor Wight

points out "the outline of requirements as presented by the

Bureau caxniot but indicate the desirability of setting aside

the field of wildlife management apart from zoology." Listed be-

low are some of the statements pertaining to wildlife education

included in the bulletin published by the Bureau in 1937. (53)

"Many institutions offer specialized courses that may be

regarded as fitting into a wildlife management curriculum. Help-

ful and often basic as such courses are, however, few institu-

tions are as yet offering a full-four year course leading to a

degree in wildlife management. Ordinarily little attempt is made

in the basic biology courses to point out or interpret for the

student practical applications in wildlife conservation and manage-

went." The Biological Survey thus does not approve of scientific

courses alone unless they are supported by field work in wildlife

Management, and it also apparently favors training which in-

cludes four years of study leading to a college degree.

Commenting as to specific knowledge required in various

fields of research and management, the bulletin contains further

advice: "In the field of research, workers are needed who are

trained in the distribution and taxonomy of birds, mammals, and

Other vertebrates, and in aquatic biology, ecology, food habits,
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fur-animal production, and control of wildlife diseases and para-

sites."

"In the field of mammal and bird taxonomy, well-grounded

schooling is essential in general biology, zoology, physiolcgy

and anatomy, histology, genetics, aquatic and marine biology,

and museum technique. Food-habits research requires training

in a varied field, to identify in animal stomachs the fragments

of plant seeds, mammals, birds, fishes, reptiles, amphibians,

insects, and aquatic life, in all stages of maturity; it in-

cludes also experience in the field and knowledge and skill in

laboratory technique,.i"

"Research in the life history and habits of bird and mammal

species calls for persons familiar with a wide range of animal

and plant identifications; having a knowledge of forestry,

agricultural crops, and soils, of breeding, feeding, and nesting

habits, and of predation, diseases and parasites; and acquainted

with physical factors and the daily and seasonal movements

peculiar to the various species of birds and mammals."

Specialists in game and fur farming should be familiar with

still further scientific technique and knowledge. "To evolve

practical methods for the prevention, arresting, and cure of

animral maladies on game and fur farms and under natural field

Conditions, laboratory and field workers in the realm of wild-

life diseases and parasites must have a thorough knowledge of

laboratory technique; thorough training in diagnosis; and be

familiar with the identification of endemic diseases, ecto- and

endoparasites, tumors, and morbid tissues. Fur and game farms
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and wildlife experiment stations require personnel trained

in wildlife production. This includes a knowledge of the prin-

ciples of breeding, feeding and management as well as of dis-

eases and their control."

For those relatively few specialists concentrating their

efforts on research dealing with the control of predators and

other harmful wildlife, a knowledge not only of life histories,

habits and distribution of wildlife species, but also a familiar-

ity with biochemistry and laboratory technique, field methods

used to combat such populations, and the use of mechanical and

poisonous weapons comaonly used against unwanted and harmful

wild creatures should exist.

Many young men are attracted to the specific field of game

management as it is administered by various governmental agen-

cies, Knowledge required for such work is not so scientific as

that demanded by research, but a wide training is nevertheless

necessary. In the field of game management, the protection

of favored species demands men familiar with wildlife, its

habits, habitats, and ranges, and trained in the technique of

law enforcement, men who have a working knowledge of Federal

and State protective laws and regulations and know how to de-

velop and manage wildlife refuges. Personnel for the control

of species harmful to agricultural crops, livestock, forestry,

aRnd grazing and destructive to desirable forms of wildlife,

must be familiar with the habits of all the major species in

the area involved, have a perspective of those that are in-

jurious in the general wildlife picture, a knowledge of control
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technique, vith experience in field application and ability

to recognize wildlife values from esthetic and recreational

points or view."

Training given the person who intends to enter government

service in an administrative capacity should in certain phases

parallel that given forestry students to a marked degree.

"Field workers dealing with wildlife in relation to forestry,

soil conservation, flood control, reclamation, drainage, graz-

ing control, in fact, all phases in the forest-wildlife, farm-

wildlife, and aquatic-wildlife relationships, from an adminis-

trative standpoint, should have training in the basic science

courses, a technical knowledge to interpret and apply known

and recorded facts, a good background of animal and plant ecol-

ogy, some training in business administration and economics, an

understanding of silvicultural methods, forest administration,

agriculture, animal husbandry, and soils, and some engineering

training involving dam construction, drainage, and navigation."

Migratory bird refuges require men with still a different

type of training; much of this centers, of course, around the

birds themselves, their foods and their predators. "Migratory-

bird refuge administration requires personnel familiar with

life histories and habits of waterfowl, fur animals and upland

birds; with aquatic vegetation suitable for food, cover, and

nesting sites, and technique in improving food and cover; and

With desirable water levels and their engineering phases.

Refuge managers must be informed on protective laws and regula-

tions, and trained in business administration and in handling
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personnel and equipment."

It would seem in the first place that, if an educational

institution follows the Survey's suggestions to the letter, the

wildlife students willmore likely than not be rather narrowly

trained. Too heavy a list of scientific courses is outlined;

if most of them are required, the student will be deficient

in general knowledge and training. The case is comparable to

that of the U0S.Forest Service and forestry schools. By means

of its civil service examinations, the Forest Service has done

much to determine just what courses are included in a forestry

curriculum.

Professor Wight feels that it would be most advisable to

require a fifth year to round out the wildlife student's train-

ing and he further believes that a man with a degree in forestry

is best equipped to continue his studies a fifth year in the

field of wildlife.

It is interesting to note how comprehensive, according to

Biological Survey standards, the curricula of the wildlife

schools are at present. (See Table VI) Wildlife curricula at

Iowa State College, Utah State College, Connecticut State Col-

lege, University of Maine, Ohio State College, Pennsylvania

State College, University of Missouri, Virginia Polytechnic

Institute, Oregon State College and University of Michigan are

those which are included in this study. ThigIist does not com-

prise all of the schools offering training in wildlife, but it

is a fairly comprehensive canvass of institutions offering such

work.
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TABLE VI.AN ANALYSIS OF WILDLIFE CURRICULA OFFERED IN TE
UNITED STATES TODAY SHOWING NUMBER ? OF -,URS REQUIRED IN

COURSE GROUPINGS A EACH INSTTTIN
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Iowa has a course arrangement which is definitely dominated

by forestry; 44 hours in forestry are required. Botany, mathe-

matics and zoology also comprise a high proportion of total

hours. The zoology courses supplant the wildlife courses

given in several of the other schools. However, this lack of

wildlife courses is rather odd, and a readjustment of zoology

and forestry courses in order to admit more wildlife might be

advisable. The committee on game management of the Society of

American Foresters believes "that either the basic zoology

courses must be changed to meet the demands of the already

overloaded wildlife curriculum, or the wildlife curriculum must

provide its own basic courses to better meet the needs of the

students." (38)

Utah offers a curriculum which seems very well balanced; each

of the listed courses receives a reasonable allocation of hours.

This is also the only university to offer training in range

management along with the wildlife curriculum; 12 hours are in-

cluded as required in the course. Since Utah is located in a

region where there is much joint use of range by wildlife and

domestic cattle and sheep, this training in range management is

no doubt of unquestioned value to the wildlife administrator.

Connecticut is particularly strong in forestry and wildlife

courses with 30 and 19 hours respectively required. Weaknesses

appear to etist in botany and zoology requirements; both

fields are rather important to the wildlife manager. Likewise,

no training is given in geology; this should be given if for

11o other reason than to place the student in possession of
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general personal knowledge and information.

Maine requires 34 hours of forestry and 30 hours of zoology

so that graduates here are given plenty of instruction in these

subjects. No training in geology, physics or wildlife is

given, and in this respect it is comparatively weak. Although

many of the institutions require four or more hours of physics,

it is possible that this after all may not be needed.

Ohio's curriculum is conspicuous by its lack of forestry

courses; only two hours are required and this is manifestly in-

Sufficient. Botany and zoology subjects are stressed, together

with chemistry and economics. But for the fact that so little

training is given in forestry, Ohio has a well-balanced course.

However, the relatively large grup of elective hours also appears

to be in need of some adjustment.

Pennsylvania offers relatively large amounts of forestry

and mathematics; no wildlife courses are listed as such but are

included within the zoology requirements. A greater-than-

average amount of English is also included within the curriculum,

and this is certainly anadvantage. But for the lack of balance

between forestry and wildlife courses, Pennsylvania would

Present an excellent curriculum in wildlife. An interesting

situation has existed for some time in the state in that the game

department has been compelled to secure its skilled men from other

states. Since this agency is the largest and most efficient of

its kind in the United States, the situation has resulted in

a personnel which is largely comprised of out-of-state men.

With the recent addition of the wildlife school to the State
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College it should not be long before an ample supply of skilled

game technicians will be obtainable within state bounds.

Missouri, likewise, includes all wildlife courses within

the zoology department, although an examination of credit re-

quirements reveals that fewer hours of zoology are demanded

than at most schools. This would seem to be a definite weak-

ness, because wildlife training necessarily requires a goodly

number of courses dealing principally with this alone. Forestry

courses are also surprisingly low in number, whereas training

in political science, botany and chemistry is quite ample. Gen-

erally speaking, the curriculum at Missouri seems to be weak

and insufficient in that not enough required courses, particular-

ly those dealing with forestry and wildlife, are provided.

The course given at Virginia Polytechnic Institute has both

some fine and some poor characteristics. Excellent and extens-

ive training in botany, chemistry and mathematics is required,

but wildlife courses are not sufficient in number to impart the

necessary training. More hours of study in each of the fields

of botany, chemistry, forestry and mathematics are asked than

in the fields of zoology and wildlife combined. This does not

appear to be a singularly healthy and well-balanced state of

affairs, if basic objectives in this school correspond to

those in effect at the other institutions herein discussed.

In the fields of zoology and wildlife, Oregon State stands

unchallenged so far as hour requirements are concerned. This

institution gives its students more than twice as much training

in wildlife and zoology as any other school considered in this
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discussion. Utah, which ranks third to Oregon State in the

amount of zoology and wildlife included in the curriculum, has

approximately half as many credit requirements in these two

basic fields as has Oregon State, while Michigan has nearly as

many. Strong though it may be in this phase of its curriculum,

Oregon shows weaknesses in that no mathematics or geology are

given; and, furthermore, in that only two rudimentary forestry

courses are offered. It wouldl sem What i i"a ts favor-

ably location, both from the standpoint of forestry instruction

and wildlife facilities, Oregon State could develop an excellent

Wildlife course of instruction. To do this, however, an effort

should be made to strike a more equitable balance between wild-

life and forestry courses. (32)

The University of Michigan in. 1927 revised its wildlife

department and as it now stands, the student is encouraged to

obtain a Master's degree which involves a fifth year in college.

This procedure the school recommends to all who plan to enter

the field of wildlife, It is interesting to note that the

school has enjoyed excellent success in placing the men with

a fifth year of training in wildlife positions, whereas the

opposite is true for the four-year group. Much of the instruc-

tion, particularly in the first three years, comes within the

scope of forestry and cultural training, whereas the fourth

arid fifth years include more concentration on wildlife sub--

jects. As the course now stands, there is an excellent balance

existing between all courses, The only factor which enters into

the discussion is the fact that since Michigan requirements, as
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here analyzed, are on the basis of a five year course of study,

it is hardly a true picture to compare this curriculum to

those of other schools based only on a four year period of

training. With the added advatage of one years additional

study, the Michigan graduate appears to have the best back-

ground and training in wildlife when he emerges from school.

Dr. W. S. McAt i of the US.Bureau of Biological Survey

in speaking of the Michigan curriculum, remarks: "In the past,

this University has been very productive of wildlife research

and at present, a marvelous program of such investigation is

in progress, The importance of inventories is recognized,

illustrative studies being an inventory of the wildlife resources

of Washtenaw County; a method of evaluating a forest wildlife

environment quantitatively; a quantitative study of the effects

of wildlife management on song birds . . .; and experiments on

methods of taking censuses of small iammals.' (52)

Although not compulsory upon the student, graduate work in

Other wildlife institutions is becoming increasingly popular;

it is possible that some of the other schools may institute a

Compulsory five year course in wildlife, although if this is

done other revisions concerning the organization of courses

should be completed first, as has been suggested above.

It is quite generally believed that there is little place

in the wildlife picture for the man who has only undergraduate

training. It has been pointed out that there are very few state

or federal jobs available to the four-year man excepting a few,

such as game management agent and sub-professional positions
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of the biological aide class. (38) The wildlife management

profession has in fact suffered serious damage through the in.

capable performance of improperly or inadequately trained wild-

life men placed in responsible positions during the past six

years.

Mr. Hosley and the remainder of the Society game management

committee consider "graduate work essential for those holding

responsible game management positions. Most of the time of

students coming up through undergraduate forestry is spent on

their basic courses. The wildlife management courses and the

contributing lines of zoology, must be gotten later. In other

words, this fifth year, which is apt to be more productive than

any previous one, can be used to round out the man's training

in environments, animal biology and land use," (38)

Wood technology curricula offer a sharp contrast to those

branches of forestry heretofore discussed, in that much more

chemistry, lumbering and engineering are included within the

course of study. A few schools are noteworthy for their wood

technology curricula, and an effort has been made to consider

their course organizations in order that their good and bad

Points might be brought out.

Wood Technology:

Training in Wood Utilization and in all the ramifications

of the Wood Products Industry (the entire field might be compact-

ly termed Wood Technology), is now offered in the forestry

schools at several institutions in the United States. Among the

schools ranking high in the quality of their Wood Technology
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instruction are University of Idaho, University of Washington,

University of Michigan, Syracuse University and Oregon State

College.

Such specialization might be said to lie in the domain

between pure forestry and pure engineering, since it partakes

of the elements of both professions, However, as the ultimate

product produced or handled is wood in some form, the industry

is more closely linked to forestry than engineering and educa-

tion is accordingly centralized to some extent in the forestry

schools. Basic courses such as botany, general forestry, dendrol-

ogy, management, forest problems, lumbering and surveying are

clearly within the realm of forestry, while drawing, physics,

electrical and steam engineering, descriptive geometry and

thermodynamics smack of the engineering curricula.

Wood technologists fulfill a definite need in the lumber

industry, and without a doubt it will be largely through their

efforts in the future that the lumber industry will be able to

meet competition from wood-substitute industries. (6) As a

whole,the majority of the lumbering industries have failed to

recognize this need--have been very chary, indeed, about hiring

college-trained men. Some of the larger organizations, which,

incidentally, are better able financially to employ experts,

have taken in a few college men. But during the depression years

following 1929, the lumber business suffered a setback that pro-

hibited the expansion of personnel, They have been hard-put to

hold their own with competition, and much of the experimentation

with wood has been left to federal research men. (6)
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However, when economic conditions improve and when lumber-

ing concerns find themselves making a legitimate profit, then

the prospects of the wood technologist will boom upward also,

Contingent to the arrival of such improved conditions, what

can the forestry schools do to have properly trained men in

readiness?

They must develop and maintain a high caliber of instruc-

tion so that their graduates will be competent to handle the

wcrk assigned to them. This wcrk may vary considerably in

nature, but the requirements are sufficiently evident so that

forest schools have been able to outline curricula designed to

meet these needs, The courses within these curricula, however,

are by no means standardized with all schools. In some schools

the wood technology divisions attract the weaker students, be-

cause the required courses are predominately non-technical,

While scientific and mathematical courses are not emphasized.

On the other hand, a few schools have outlined excellent

courses designed to train the student thoroughly for the

Wood industry. It might be interesting to examine the curricula

of some of these schools with an eye toward determining where

their weak and strong points lie. (See Tables VII and VIII)

Syracuse: Syracuse has excellent laboratory facilities and a

large staff; the school offers specialization in three phases

Of technical and administrative wood utilization; namely, wood

technology, conversion and distribution, and pulp and paper

manufacture. For purposes of comparison, only the curriculum in

Wood technology will be considered, since this corresponds to
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TABLE 11,AN ANALYXSIS OF WOOD TECH{NOLOGY CURRICULA OFFERED
IN THE UNTED STATESTOA SHOWING NUMBER OF HOURS REQUIRED
IN COURSE GROUPINGS AT EACH INSTITUTION#

Idaho Michi- Oregon Syracuse University of

Courses gn State ;Wa sbingt cn

Business Admin. 3 0 16.7 5 5.3
Botany 8 1 6.7 9 5.3
Chemistry 8 8 14 6.7
Economics __6 ~6 2 32

Elec._ Engineering 5 4 3 0 8

Electives 17 7 15.3 8 22

Engineering (Gyen,.) 3 7114.7 86.7

English9 8 6 10 3.3
Fore 191 32.1

Lumbering 78 10.8 8 6.6

Machine Shop 0 8 0 20

Mathematics 19 19 10,7* 12 6

Mech.* Engineering 8 20 2. 7 7 14

Physics 10 10 4 8 10

S0oial Science 0 0 6 0 0

Speech 0 0 2 2 0

Wlood Technology 114 14 8*1 24 16
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TABLE V111, TABULAT I O1 INDICATING NUMBIER OF URS REQUIRED
IN INDIVIDUAL COURSES IN WOOD TECHNOLOGY CURRICULA

- _- Idaho Michi- Ore gon Syracuse University of'

courses gan State Washington

Accounting 3 0 6 5 5!,3 -

Alternating Current 2 2 0 0 4

Business Lawr C 0 5,3 0 0

Calculus 8 8 0 6 0

Chemistry 8 82 22 6.7

Dendrology 3 2.7 3.5 -4

Direct Current 3 2 0 0 4

Drafting 3 5 0 5 2

Descriptive Geom. 3 3 0 0 0

Economics- 6 6 2 3 2

Electives 17 7 15.3 8 22

English 6 6 6 10 3.3

Entomology 0 0 0 2 0/

Forest Policy 3 2 0 0 0

Forest Economics ___3 327 02.7

Forest Finance 0 0 6 0 0

Forest Management 0 4 0 0 _ .3.3

ForestProblems - 2 0 2.7 3 4,7

General Forestry 2 3 2.7 4 2.7

F~eat Engines - 0 4 0 - -4 -- 2

International Trade 0 0 2,7 -0 0

Kiln Drying 4 4 2.7 3 2

gig3Lumbering 4  2 0 3 33

Lumber Grading 02 2.7 0 0

Lumber Merch. 0 0 2.7 0 0

M achine D esig n. 0.+ 4...+..^. '-,...-. -.:..-e -..r .r -,....-....0.....0 0...:.a~

Machine Shop 0 8 0 20
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TAELE VIII, (Continued)

Idaho Michi- Oregon Syracuse University of
Courses gan State Washington

Materials 3 3 2.? 0 0

Mathematics8 8 8 6 3.3
Mechanics 2 3 O 0 0
Mensuration 0 f)O 3 6.?

Milling 0 0 0 2 3.3

Money &Baenking 0 0 2.? 0 0

Pathology Y 3 4 0 2 3.3

Physics 10 10 4 8 10

Preservation 0 a 3 3.3

silvics 0 0 0 14

Social Science 0 0 6 0 -0

Spoeech 0 0 2 2 0
Statstics 0 0 2.? 0 2.?

Strength of Materials 0 6 _ 0 3 2

Surv. & Engineering 0 2 14J.7 3 4.7

Tehia rtn 3 2 0 0 - 0

The Lumber Plant 0 0 2.?7 0 0

Thermodynamics 3 0 0 0 0

Transportation 0 0 2.? 0 0

Utilization Studies- 6 3 - 2.? 15 6,?

Wood Thchnol ogy 3 0 3

the wood technology divisions included at Idaho, Washington andh

Michigan.

Syracuse, relatively speaking, devotes considerable time

to chemistry, English and utilization studies. In the freshman

year all students take a year of inorganic chemistry followed
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in their sophomore year by six more hours of qualitative analy-

sis. Then, in their junior year students get further training

when they take eight hours of forest chemistry, which deals

with the chemistry of the pulp and paper industry and with

organic chemistry. Totalling these all up, it can be seen that

22 hours are devoted to chemistry alone. This is far and above

the chemistry requirements in the other schools; Idaho and

Michigan rank next to Syracuse in hours of chemistry requirements

with 8 hours each, followed by Washington and Oregon State with

6-2/3 hours and 2 hours respectively of required chemistry

courses. (32)

Syracuse asks that her wood technologists complete two years

of undergraduate work in English; the freshmen year is devoted

to typical college freshman English and the sophomore year in-

cludes a study of advanced composition which deals primarily

with the preparation of reports, technical and professional

papers, and business correspondence. However, this is little

more than the requirements of other schools. Michigan, Oregon

State, and Idaho all have six hours of English and Washington

has 3-1/3; Washington's requirements seem decidedly insuffic-

ient on this score as this is below the average college require-

ments for all kinds of technical schools.

In addition to 10 hours of English, Syracuse also requires

2 hours of public speaking. It would seem that other schools

might profit materially by adding this subject to their curricu-

lum. Although one semester of speech training manifestly will

not produce accomplished orators, the experience is needed; and
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later on it will aid the person when he makes his first few

speeches as a forester or wood technologist,$ Syracuse offers

the course by divisions so that the foresters have their own

group taking the course.w Talks are ordinarily on foalestry and
an effort is made to simulate conditions and topics that may

be encountered later on in th~e industry.

Analyzing the Syracuse curricula still further, it is inter.-

esting to note that it is the only one of the four schools re-

quiring products entomiology; at the same time it allots 2 hours
to productis -p iology, However, on.y2 hours is devoted to

the entomology course and it seexas doubtful4 whether a very com-Q

prehensive knowledge of the field can be had with this limited

study. Probably the officials feel that an initimate anderstand-

ing of such problems is not necessary for the wood technologist;

such work should be handled by the e ntobiology specialist. It

does seem strange that the other schools do not 21 q re this

course a since certarin powder post beetles and t;ermites often
present seri ous roblems to the adler's and users of wood dust

as do cert .i fungi and stain oga s. A Sch a course might
b.e rq-m~e jmore ;tb 7rogh and practc-' al thean the average l.orest

entko og cosurse by limin~g the study to Just those i rortant

. ;'1Se1"C Statcking isau fa c ture d w ,-)odpr d ct s a n toin~lo~y

su-± a st field of s3tudy, with alliIts thouands off general-

ities that speciali atio one limited portion of the woe

is warranted,

iniversity of Idaho: The Un®versity of Itah'o, although a cota

y&ra-ively sizall school, supports a very good mood technologY
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tr "'Les, the sc~roc:is.. pot etay in a p osi...fn to warck alri

ically with these concerns , vwho sh~ould,,, thle or t2Lc&lly at Least,

need Ltrained WOOQ te ihnlbgists. ?otlatch Forests of Lewiston,

Idahxo, 'iave shown their interest recently by settinig up two

fellowsh funds, each o" $40o anxius1y, with which to aid out-

s i-riding students in the technology f"ield (8

Unlike the case at Syracuse, Idaho has a.balanced curricu-

uthm with a reasonable amount of time devoted to botany, Englishr,

eas try, riathematics and miscellaneous courses in engineevr-

irig and wood utilizalion. By her volumnous chemstry require-

me ts, Sracuse has so oegirneented her courses that only seven

to n-1-e hours of elective choices of courses are available to
the student. Idaho, on the other hand, has so arranged it that

it is possible fCor all men to choose 17 elective hours of courses.

Such a generouis allottment of elective courses should permit the

student to round out his education to his own xersonal ats

lfaction dur,*ng his last year In school with a few courses that

he has long wanted to take.

On the basis of curricula existent at the other schools,

Idaho might possibly be criticised in that no forest management,

Mensuration or silvics courses are included in the training. It

does not seem likely that ,wood technologist would need train-

ing in these three courses. It is true that silviculture, as

it effects growth rate and species ,grown, would aid the technol-

ogst by letting hira know what type of woo: to expect from vari-

ous regions. However, such infoormation, when needed, is available
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the information it includes about units of measure, but this

also is available in book and panrohlet form. Management of

forests fails to tie in closely to technology work, so far as

I can see, and would be valuable only to the person ending up

on the raw material side of the picture--that is, the one who

actually finds employment in the woods.

Idaho also does not require any surveying of the technology

students, and the other schools offer comparatively little of

this likewise. Surveying training is importaat from a general

standpoint and would be valuable to the technologist just as

it would be to the average citizen who occasionally gets out

into the country. A fundamental knowledge of surveying may

often produce a position for a person temporarily in need of one.

And yet this does not prove that the taking of the course should

be compulsory; rather, it might perhaps be listed as a recommend-

ed elective.

Oregon State College: Here the students are given a broad and

thorough background in many phases of technical forestry their

first two years in college. Considerable time is devoted to

mensuration and forest engineering particularly. Unlike the

plan used at Idaho where the student begins to specialize in

his sophomore year, that in effect in the Oregon institution

Provide3 for specialization after the second year. (32)

The courses in wood products ,tare designed to meet the

needs of men who desire to prepare themselves for service in

the wood-manufacturing industry and special attention is given
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to manufacturing conditions existing in the ?aci ic Northwest."

(32) Work such as plant design as related to efficient opera-

tion, organization and management of large lumber plants, kiln-

drying of lumber, human efficiency and scientific merchandising

is taken up in detail.

Doubtless the point which most analysts of the Oregon State

curriculum would immediately question is the paucity of chemis-

try training included in the course. Only 2 hours of general

chemistry are required unless the student elects to take the pulp

and nater minor option. In this even he receives 24 hours of

comprehensive chemistry courses. However, it would seem that a

compromise program on this score might be worked out in which

the student would receive 8 or 10 hours in chemistry. More

training in higher mathematics and in timber mechanics also seems

advisable, since comaratively few hours are devoted to these

subjects.

The junior and senior years, as has been previously stated,

concentrate very much on various business courses. The lumber

business of the Northwest is peculiar in that it has marketing

and transportation problems enhanced through its remote situa-

tiono Principal markets of the region lie many hundreds or

even thousands of miles away so that in order to compete with

lumber producers located more favorably in relation to markets,

these operators in the Northwest must weigh mary factors. A

tremendous volume of business must be maintained by the larger

Mills in order to show a profit. Consequently, since he is

dealing with such large investments and such a heavy annual
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turn-over, the owner must rely on men skilled in foreign trade

policy, accounting and banking principles, in efficient plant

operation and in successful labor management technique.

This, then, may perhaps provide some inkling as to why the

Oregon State curriculum stressos business administration, labor

relatIons and production control aspects of the wood products

field. Accounting, business law, finance and economics alone

account for some 20 hours of required subjects.

The school has excellent facilities at hand, and expansion

in this department of the forestry school seems desirable. In

this connection, the school has recently embarked upon such a

policy; the staff has been augmented and an endeavor is being

made to attract the more capable student into this deoartment.

University of Washington: And now to consider the other western

school, the University of Washington; it would seem that their

curricula is somewhat weak in divers particulars. Already

mentioned is the fact that only 3-1/3 hours of English is re-

quired. Furthermore, no calculus is listed and only 3l/13

hours of mathematics is required. With the exception of Oregon

State, this condition is utterly at variance with that existent

at the other schools where an average of about 14 to 16 hours

of mathematics is demanded. The nature of the work constantly

brings mathematics into the technology picture; many of the

Complex problems of physics, thermodynamics, structures and

electricity necessarily assume a knowledge of mathematics.

Washington should endeavor to add several mandatory mathematics

courses to the curriculum.
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The school does not require descriptive geometry as do

Idaho and Michigan and only two credits of economics (exclusive

of forest economics) are on the organized program. For some

phases of technology a course such as descriptive geometry might

not be necessary, but all design work is based more or less

directly on it. Washington and Syracuse and Oregon State would

be wise to add this subject to their list of courses.

The northwestern institution lists twenty-two elective hours

of credit open to the student; the university might find it to

their advantage to reduce this amount a little by requiring

more mathematics of the graduate as well as more English.

Washington, like Idaho and Oregon State, is situated in the

heart of a large lumbering region with many large employers of

labor--men who are competing on eastern markets with eastern

lumber concerns. These companies must concern themselves with

new developments. It will take expert wood technologists to pro-

duce these changes and improvements--men adept at speaking and

writing English and men trained in chemistry and mathematics

and the sciences. It lies within a school's power to produce

these men.

University of Michigan: The University of Michigan, as is the

case with Idaho and Washington, emphasizes the mechanical aspects

of wood technology. This school offers a well-rounded curri-

culum that does not concentrate unduly on any particular phase

of wood technology. Only 4 hours of botany are required, and

it is possible that the addition of another course in this

department would be helpful. Much of the work concerns itself

intimately with wood and growth characteristics, features best
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taught in botany courses.

Likewise, no business administration courses are included

as required courses. A term, or even a year of accounting or

business law, often prove to be time well spent later on in the

world of business. Just as English and public speaking are

very helpful, so a smattering of business administration will

very likely come in handy. It might be possible to work these

courses into the curriculum by shunting out one of the mechan-

ics courses or possibly the student might be strongly advised

to utilize his six to eight hours of electives in this way.

Michigan is unique in that it requires eight hours of

shop work in woodworking and metalworking. This type of study

is highly desirable; it teaches the person to use his hands and

acquaints him by first-hand experience with the characteris-

tics of many materials. Washington and Idaho offer no train-

ing in this sort of work while Syracuse only includes one 2-

hour course so it seems that minor changes might be made in

these schools so as to include at least some training in these

subjects.

S mmary: Summarizing briefly the weak and strong points of

each of the schools it might be said that the University of

Idaho and the University of Michigan accent the mechanical

phases of wood technology. The curricula of both schools com-

pare quite closely; they include many engineering courses, re-

quite considerable mathematics, economics and science and dis-

pense with business administration training.

Oregon State College offers a course which is unique in
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the heavy training offered in business courses. This seems

highly desirable in view of the school's location and the prob-

able marts of employment open to the graduate. Weaknesses

which seem to be in possible need of correction are those in

chemistry and timber mechanics.

The University of Washington shows itself to be definitely

weak in English, engineering and mathematics, and offers an undue

amount of elective courses. Furthermore, too much training is

devoted to forest management, silvics and mensuration--time that

might better be devoted to English, mathematics, chemistry or

botany.

Syracuse, although it is difficult to compare with the other

schools since it offers the three alternatives of specialization

in wood products work, seems to have an unbalanced curriculum in

that English and chemistry, particularly the latter, are stressed

too heavily. Too much time is devoted to these subjects and too

little to the various mechanics courses so essential to the

capable wood technologist4

And now, haying considered courses, schools and curricula,

the discussion turns toward the student more particularly. Is

he fitted for forestry work? Will he be happy leading a rough

and outdoor life? Such considerations should be of the highest

moment to the student; yet all too often he gives them little

thought.
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'Mention gas been ma,;de of the fact that the U. . Forest

Service uas done a great deal to exert a molding in 'lu.ence on

the curricula of many forestry schools in the country. Since

'T' ' Salre , ;9s 1. the largEst sl hingle rgaI,.e.atif.on
exrt 1 oyi"rig trainxed for-esters, its etacs as to traini n- have oc'

nece-s~ity been heedied by those scb-ools interested in lolac -

tCrir graa;s w t'c the :Orga71,.at iC;n

It ie quito prob ethat i-, ertaii 'restitutions the qual

i ty of trairx"g in focre str10 r wo d have been-.muchr. different had

this riot been the case, Cutural studies perhaps v ould have use-

come relatively more :prtant inth th rsirrlng picture. Like-

'rse, -professors Ili certair fields of study would na e exress:ed

mxore .individuiali .tY in their teac I '; g, uinha ered by the known

edge that they we l~e duty-bournd to diascuss in. detail- Certain

material that "the go-verlnmwt was likely to ask?" on its civl

Serv ice exanii',F ttiofl5

There is, of course, ampole justification for the belief that

the schools have discharged their duties in a capable mariner,

if one judges the caliber of teaching by te roduct of thA's

teaching technique as he now engages it Forest Ser ice work. eve r

a per~iod of years it has become evident that the U. o~ Forest

Service ha.s gathered together a unique group of mere w.thin ~rjits

Organization. These men have established a reputation which is

characterized by a high sense of esprit de corps, efficiency,

fairnress arnd ia-unity so far as departmental dishonesty and
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Prs t.ttress is co~err edi

NaturalI QualjifIcat ions

Although it has not always beep, so, the Forest Service is

41w in -poosition to select only the most quai fied o2 a large

niumrber of applicants . rom the f orestlry sco o'ls of the country"

In a reent address which he gave before a group of western forest-

ry off-icials and students assemled in Montana, Regional Forester

E* Wo Kelly outlined the qa-lficat-ions wiich he thought shaould

be possesseQ by the student who had any aspirations toward perm.-

arlent empFloyment in the Forest Service. (26) A lthough this

agtarc~j would mani fes tly be a group of superm en if it were possible

to obtain an ample supply of men meeting all of Mr, Kelley}'s

star~ards, yet it is interesting to observe th~e reactions of a

Dract ical forester on such a ponderable question as forestry educa-

tion.

He says that the Service "needs from the ,forest schools vir-

ile, intelligent, straight-thinking, quicl>.mixxed., mentally

balanced izen capable of' exercising sound judgemnent, It needs

men A « * who .daot themselves to widely varying conditions arnd

association;t mene who attract and hold the attention of their

associates by reason of the.-L engaging personalities. It needs

men interested in human welfare and whose yery for rendering

service surrmounts desire forl monetary gain. A men who love the

f eel of the soil; who revere things natural;3 who crave anid seek

enjoyment ifl the woods and on the range.

"I1t needs men who are gifted with never-satisfied inquisi-

tiveness, and gifted with keen pwers of observation--that is,
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ability to see what they look rt. it needs inex 'who ar>e never
satisfied with current praztices and accomplishments a: cd .who

spontan ous'ly stru~ggle to iinnrove the Swht-4s s of the day

throu~gh the apication o-f their creat.ive genius arid ability to

apply that. genius.

git needs men possessed of confidence in the-I& convictions,

but free of ego arid complacency. It needs men with minds toler-

ant arnd receptive to the other fell ow'ls point of view; men who

can~ weigh what the other fellowv has to offer, and profit froma it,

on the one hand, and, on the other, if he is wrong, to persuade

him into acceptance of the 'rights' of the matter under consid-

eration."

The above points are those which Mr. Kelley would term

itnatral qualifications" as contrasted with the "scholastic quali-~

fications" which he discussed later. Other qualifications which

are certainly desirable are such things as physical fitness,

temperament, sincerity, adaptibili ty, honesty, idealism and

loyalty.

Many of the aboveanen:'oned desirable qualities are possessed

by most forestry students, who are, as a whole, a sincere, ff end-

ly, loyal and honest group of individuals, However, it is not

the rule of things to produce namerous human beings so highly

enidowed as Mr. Kelley would have them be.* Lack of a certain degree

Of physical fitness may be compensated for to some extent by ane

excellent personality, a superior powsr of observation, a higher

sense of adaptibility, etc.

All of the points brought out are excellent ones; one might
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safely say that serious deficiency in any one of the qualifica-

tions might very probably bar a person from a successful career

in the Forest Service. For example, there have been instances

in which loyal, intelligent, highly-trained graduates have been

dismissed from the Service largely because their personality

wai not suited to the organization.

Of the characteristics cited by Mr. Kelley, it might be

presumed that honesty, loyalty, sincerity and sound judgement,

coupled with a high degree of courage, are the most essential.

This applies not only to the U. S. Forest Service, but to any

private organization as well. If these traits are well-seated

within the individual, he will be accepted into the Forest

Service as a valuable unit and will eventually succeed.

Early American foresters typify these traits particularly

well--those men who accepted forestry as their life work in the

face of heavy odds. They faced public antipathy, financial

difficulties, lack of definite knowledge in forestry and a

great variety of malpractice in forestry work. Yet by their

determined efforts and sacrifices, their courage and perseverance

and particularly by their sincerity and loyalty to a cause, we

riow have an efficient agency which compares favorably with any

others existent in the country today.

Scholastic Qualifications:

Passing over to the scholastic achievements of the forestry

school graduate, Rr. Kelley sets up a criterion which for the

most part is being followed in many schools. He agrees with

Graves and Guise that "A general education implies first of all
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a knowledge of and interest in human affairs beyond the boundar-

ies of technical forest-y. It develops this knowledge and inter-

est. It inculcates breadth of view and wide sympathies. It

fosters and kindles clear thinking, critical and creative

capacity, concentration, keen perception, dominative judgement

and awareness of the inter-relationships of the larger currents

in human affairs." (15)

As to specific training he goes on to say that 'The Serv-

ice needs men well grounded in all things natural having to

do with land and crop management. This need requires men with

a sound working knowledge of how the world came into being--the

elements of geology. It needs men with general knowledge of

the origin of soil and the progressive development of soils1

men with well-rounded knowledge of biology in its broad sense.

It needs men who have definite working knowledge of the relation-

ships between the various features which comprise the sum total

life of that part of the world in which they live.

?It needs men well grounded in chemistry and physics, in

order that they may better understand the 1whyxst of the world

about them.

"It needs men trained in mathematics because those with

a good mathematical background are helped to thirk more clearly

and reason along straighter lines between given starting points

and ultimate objectives.

"The Forest Service needs men who have sound working knowl-

edge of the major theories and principles of economic and social

sciences, and an understanding of how these basic factors bear
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upon and relate to the wild land management job by which the

Forest Service is confronted.

"And--special attention to this---it needs men who can speak

and write clearly, concisely, and with punch. Unfortunately,

all too many graduates have come to the Service grievously

deficient in this essential qualification.1

Mr. Kelley has summed up the desirable scholastic attain-

ments of the forestry school graduate in admirable fashion. It

is interesting to note that he does not mention specific forestry

training in his resume, that he confines his remarks to broad

basic training in the sciences, English and mathematics. It

would almost appear that the government is beginning to seek

after well-rounded individuals rather than place a premium on

those very well grounded in pure forestry, as has often been

the case in the past.

That this fact is true cannot be questioned. The federal

government civil service examination in forestry to be given

ini the spring of 1939 has departed radically from the procedure

and subject matter covered in previous examinations. From all

reports the first half of the examination will not bear on forest-

ry training at all, but will seek to measure the applicant's

knowledge and intelligence. This is an extremely significant

move on the part of the government, and may result in further

changes in the curricula and teaching methods employed in cer-

tain of the forestry schools.

Mr. Kelley corroborates these indications of change when

he states that, in his belief, the Forest Service will continue
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to demand less and less specific forestry trning in colleges.

"The Forest Service expects graduates who accept appointment

to realize that college training is but one leg which enables

a man to compete successfully with others and to march toward

productivity of service. With but one leg a man cannot make

much progress. The other develops as experience is gained and

as qualification gained from training in other ways is enhanced.

"As forest schools drop functional or crafts training from

their curricula to make room for more thorough training in the

academic subjects, many graduates in the future will enter the

Forest Service with less knowedge of the craftsmanship of the

job; accordingly, functional training will become more and

more a direct responsibility of the employer. With this devel-

opment, more time must be spent by new appointees in apprentice-

ship jobs. The Forest Service expects graduates to understand

this and to be eager and willing to enter training positions,

and not to become restive in them.

The Forest Service expects that men in such positions

will share with their employer the responsibilities of qualify-

ing themselves in the craftsmanship of the job. It expects

that they will reach out for themselves; read handbooks, ask

questions; experiment; and otherwise demonstrate their inter-

ests by striving to correct shortcomings as they are revealed."

Having discussed the qualifications, natural and scholas-

tic, of the student, Mr. Kelley proceeds to elaborate on what

he feels the Forest Service expects of forest school students.

lie points out that there is little hope for environmental
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misfits, individualists, introverts, egotists, "high-brows"

and those lacking qualities of leadership. That this is a+plic-
able to individuals characterized to an extreme degree by any

one of these faults is certainly true. It is also true that

forestry schools have attracted not a few such young men within

their folds during recent years--individuals who obviously were

never suited to forestry work.

Perhaps the student would never have entered forestry train-

ing had he known that the Forest Service would not accept him

"if he does not like the woods well enough to wrestle with its

problems on the ground ; if he carmot get a kick out of living

with dust in his nostrils and back of his ears, and with tama-

rack needles down his back; if he does not like the feel of

calked boots and the cruiser coat; if he does not like the

lumberjack, the range user and the country people well enough

to search out and associate with his constituents and users; if

his preference for living in the comfortable centers is so

strong that he cannot be content to live away from bright lights

and hard sidewalks ; if he can't 'ttake it' and be happy ; if he

sees no dignity in hard work, then he should not accept the job."

In this connection, a satisfactory plan of training is in

effect at the forest-y school at Pennsylvania State College in

Which the student soon finds whether he will be happy with

fo estry as his life'ts work or not. The first year is spent

at, Mont Alto, where the boys are given all phases of practical

forestry work. After longlback-tiring work--spent in weeding

a nursery bed or pacing in the dusty hills, some of the boys
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with the btc"Those who utiinyk in 1 ermz3of 'she best pcletf,

th'e best 'P. 1t l :s 4 and ha"g "none c i~tit upon spt? '2<'i .tiA

or o sh than uo:proven abil ity to do a; serve honestly and

well" a- not the type of person who-mi the Service ryesire s. "They

fail down because in public f ores +ry a m,.an, if he would avoid

tr,)uile, ;an draw no 0-Lasb d isti nction bet~ween iis peole;he

rest accord all the sa mte degree otL courtesy and considerationl.

Hie must be williUng to sendi officia lm~re with the farinee, t'_

Stokr~,, he Tniner, the tie-hack or the laboree as with the

banker and others rated in the local 'vWbto 's who . "

This fact, because it Is such a very important one, should

be ca :efully made clear to forestry students, somie of -Aortas

since they come of well-to-duo families, hiave ibed reliefs that

they occupy a som~ewhat superior polane of life. in college it is

only too easy to deepen these beliefs, since social and fratern®

al associations, fostered largely by ample finaancial mens,

Often tend to 1ead the student Into the false belief that his is

8Upe cior to the man who wears less expensive clothing, ho must
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.pay U1is vL waiy through school an°d who rnI , be st;_s2'i-d w tom

Ut ,~r41 an~ad ine-x ;emxsive i r P

In h~is discussion. of ex c tiave le de rship and- ability,

M.ir Kelley bring ~ou t someap Ioeitant qualif'ications, a fewt oC

whiche have already been iscussed iri part,.w hich go towar-d Mak-

ing execut vt; Thl i ty aad leadersrhii7) The f ourteeni character-

istios which he mentions ale all Morthy of attention; tiny ot

th ra caa be developed by dili'gent effort. He lists good

physiquie, Initiative, drive, sti:k-to-itlveness, -interest~ judge-

mqent., ore-mindedhess, account-ability, imragination, courage,

self control,ability to judge people, vranizing ability and

sense of humor as :requisites of any successf'ul execu tive .

Although individuals who )possess all these attributes de-

elo-oed to a high degree are seldom found, nevertheless, certain

o-f then, such as interest, initiative, courage, self-control

and :ooen--i ndek1---ess can by studied effort on th-e oart -Fof the

person be im proved and made stronger. One's~ success in life

is largely measured by the degre e to which these oharacteris-

tics are present; and, if it is at all oassible to strengthen

one's position by developing them, this would merit study and

effort on the part of' th(: person. In this connection, Nr*.

Arthur D. Read stresses such quali ties as personality, reaction

to criticism, physical strength, enthusiasm, honesty, courage,

ab l ity to work with others, and powers o ' observation as being

desirable characteristics or any person entering Forest Service

woj'-k. (34~)

It is important for' the student to realize that his position
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with the Forest Serovice will not be merely a job governed by

a timeclock. He must be prepared to devote long hours to his

work In order that his particular unit of the organization will

function smoothly. Particularly during the fire and grazing

season will his day be full, if the individual should b- a ranger.

OPP0RTUNITIES IT ATlEF)REST SERVICE

Actual:

In return for his efforts the forester in federal service

is paid a comfortable salary, although this is such that it is

Sertain he will not die a rich man. A Junior Forester tls Day

starts at $2000 and rises to $2600 per year, while ranger, super-

visor and district forester positions pay progressively higher

salaries. "The higher grades in the Forest Service pay from

five to seven thousand dollars a year." (33)

Gifford Pinchot, who has made his name symbolic of pioneer

forestry achievements in the United States, has this to say about

forestry work. (33) "Forestry in America is still a young pro-

fession, but it has won its place. In less than fifty years

American trained foresters have increased from zero to more than

5,000 men. And still there is need for more. Foresters out of

a job, depression or no depression, are few and far between.

"What then can a fcrester expect? Hard work and happiness,

and a chance to make use of the best that is in you. Good service

to your fellows, but neither ease nor riches. A long, hard row

tO hoe in a growing, progressive, and supremely useful profession.

"A reasonable living; a chance to rise as you show yourself
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worthy; a chance to put forestry where there is none today; the

rare chance to be both student and teacher all your life long;

the forest for your laboratory and workshop, friendship with

nature and the out of doors; and the ever present obligation ad

opportunity to be a public servant."

Going on still further in a statement made in 1914, Pinchot

points out that it is extremely important that the individual

be suited to his work. "'To the men whom it really suits, for-

estry offers a career more attractive, it may be said in all

fairness, than any other career whatsoever. I doubt if any other

profession can show a membership so uniformly and enthusiastical-

ly in love with the work. The men who have taken it up, prac-

ticed it, and left it for other work are few. But to the man

not fully adapted for it, forestry must be punishment, pure and

simple. Those who have begun the study of forestry, and then

have learned that it was not for them, have doubtless been

more in number than those who have followed it through.

"I urge no man to make forestry his profession, but rather

to keep away from it if he can. In forestry a man is either al-

together at home or very much out of place. Unless he has a

Compelling love for the forester's life and the forester's work,

let him keep out of it."

Student Views:

This observation comes from a trained forester as he looks

back over some forty odd years of forestry practice. In contrast

to this retrospective viewpoint are the results of a recent

Poll of freshman forestry student opinion conducted at the



University of Georgia. (30) As future foresters these men were

asked why they wanted to become foresters and how they became

interested in forestry. Judging from the results of the ques-

tionnaire it is apparent that most forestry students, at least

in the Georgia institution, expect one or more of the following

benefits fnllowing their graduation from college:

1. An outdoor life
2. Good financial opportunities
3. Occasion to serve the public
4. Excellent placement possibilities in the lumber industry
5. A healthy life

All of these motives are excellent ones, but often the

student does not have a very comprehensive idea of their true

meaning. Forestry has been romanticized by word and picture

to a large extent, and many city youths entering forestry schools

feel that they have the life of a national park ranger before

them. Mr. Kelley's remarks, quoted above, make it obvious that

this is most certainly not the case in the Forest Service.

That some young men enter the forestry profession only after

serious thought on the matter is apparent in a good many in-

stances, and this will become increasingly true when the tempor-

ary rapid upward surge in forestry has subsided. Marckworth

and Buttrick found that their forestry students became interested

in forestry for a number of different reasons, among which were

the following: outdoor interests, contact with foresters, out-

door organizations, work in the woods, reading and membership

in the U.C.C.

Of course, the first three reasons, as well as the last one,

Mlay be expected to be the strongest actuating influences upon
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the student, since they are direct and tangible. However, it

does seem strange that more students do not have their inter-

ests aroused tirough reading; on the basis of these question-

aiaires, it was found that only 8.7% and 6.5% for the years 1937

and 1938, respectively, of the total number of students were

influenced to engage in forestry work through reading on the

subject.

Just as some students take up forestry as their life ts work

in a helter-skelter sort of way, so some of them apparently

give little thought to the qualifications of the institution

which they select for their study of forestry. Some of the

factors bearing on a rational choice of schools will subsequent-

ly be presented.

FACTORS BEARING ON FORESTRY SCHOOL SELECTION

Hasty and Shallow Thinking:

It is obvious that the youth of America has come to feel

the need for advanced learning; they realize that such educa-

tion is essential to their future well-being. The perplexing

problem to them is the selection of a course which will train

them to lead a contented life with a comfortable sustenance.

Of late years (particularly since the inauguration of the C.O.0.

program) not a few of these mariy thousands of students through-

Out the United States have decided to cast their lot with the

forestry profession.

Undoubtedly many of these young men weighed the situation

carefully before electing to study forestry. They made in-

quiries as to the qualifications and life of a forester and
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analyzed themselves in &n attempt to determine whether they

were fitted for the work. (See page 1&3 ) More recently, how-

ever, many of the entering freshmen have not been so critical

in their self-analysis and have not bothered to acquaint them-

selves with the physical, ethical and intellectual attainments

demanded of the capable forester of today.

As a consequence, forestry schools of the country are

training many men who are not qualified for the work--men who

would not be truly happy and satisfied in the forestry profession.

An important contributing factor to this state of affairs has

been the prevalence of jobs available to the forestry graduate

since the advent of the C.C.C. program in 1933. Unfortunate-

ly, forest y schools have gained in enrollment all out of pro-

portion to the capacity of the field, and in all probability

it will be these misfits who will experience the most difficulty

in obtaining work. (22)

Thus, it would be a very desirable accomplishment if all

freshmen planning to study forestry could be made to realize

that it is of the utmost importance to them to think the situa-

tion over carefully before entering the forestry profession.

They should make an effort to talk over their problem with

an clder Forest Service off icer; many books and magazines on

forestry would also help to give them an insight into the ques-

tion. Above all, they should core to realize that forestry

Work requires men of physical strength, who can spend forty

hours of heart-breaking effort on the fire line and still

come back smiling; men of courage, who can attack a prcblem
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the ovtlit.y o:)Ie k ort rr. frex>r class .,as ,il the rist
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at IC .olorado: State College, liar on'-y ' tccently embred on a

de-inite policy of restrictix g enroAllments. (19
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altihough '' tlli^u -. , o °'c! senior classes Ru&ally are subsequently

forte by hcc ta le stu'dents from these two classes. (46)

Louisiaria to ae University employs a similar system except

that students enter the school of forestr-, as sophomqores i

place of Ju.ors w It will be interesting t observe futuI re

pOicies of thne United States forest schools Dr-ertaiiuing to the

admission of students, Some have already .indicated by their

actions that they favor limiiteC. enrollment, aqe would permit only

the better students to attend their school. Other schools,

typified by Oregon State College, believe that ever st-udent

desiring a college education should be ;permitted to follow his

heart's desire, whet"her Icu be Forestry or -Tdustrial Arts. (3

Possibly future employment cond-itions in forestry work will

automatically solve the roblems of heavy enrollme t.

School expenses:

The question of expenses, which bothers so mnry students
regardless of what school they ma.y e In,, varies considerably

amonig the 'various schools, and this too will have much to do



with the final selection of a school. (See Table IX) Obtain-

ing an advanced degree at some of the eastern graduat schools

entails the expenditure of quite a sum of money--more than

the average student with a pocketbook made gaunt by four years

of college is willing to pay. For example, it requires on the

average of from $1100 to $1200 to complete just one year at

Harvard University. (20) However, the average cost of a

year in college in the majority of eastern institutions aver-

ages in the neighborhood of $600 with an additional amount of

approximately $100 if the student is from another state. (23)

Probably the most reasonable of all eastern forestry schools

is that at the University of Florida, where the costs to

state residents range from a minimum of $344,6o to a maximum

of $445.00 for the year. (4')

Many of the schools have some jobs available to students,

and in this way it is possible for them to cut down expendi-

tures, Government help, particularly, has aided the needy

student, and has in many cases made it possible for outstand-

ing students to attend college. The majority of the money

spent by the student goes to pay for his room and board; but

books, tuition and course fees often constitute a great deal

of the total expenditures. Summer camps, likewise, comprise

a major expense, since room and board cs well as fees must be

paid, These charges vary from approximately $60 to $100 for

a camp lasting six to ten weeks.

Summer employment, obtained chiefly by students in the

western forest schools, often enables the man to earn most, if



TAELE oX"'IVERAGE AYN-UAL EXPENSE~S I NCURED BY TIE FORES_hY
STUDENT IN UNITED STATES SCHOOLS. *

institut ion Amount

Uiversity of California 3045

C one ct isct Skate C ole ge 65

Dine University 600

University of Florida 3z40-44o

University of Georgia 3-__ 00

Harvard Uiversity ll0O3-200

University of Idaho- 350-600

Iowa State College -__600

Louisiana State University 450'

Un-1versty of Maine 6m0-700
iM'ichigan tate College 40__

University of Michigan 550-600

University of Montana -. 380-530

University of New Hamsir:e43-0

North Cr l ina Stx-deCollege___ 600
O-regon State College ---- -400o-600

Pennuaylvnia St ate Clleg;e 600
Puraue University 453-530

Utah St ate College 50

University of Washington __ 45o-6oo
West Virgi. ia liiversity -500

Yale University 900

*Add approximately $103 to the total for out-of-state
students,



not all, of his coming school year expenses. Judging from

recent enrollments, school costs are not prohibitive to the

person with ambition and the will to work.

Junior Forester Civil Service Examination:

Still a further consideration which might influence the

choice of forestry schools is the fitness of the school with

regard to preparation of the student for government work.

Just as has been the case with European countries, the United

States government has assumed the leadership in forestry work,

To administer the 175,000,000 acres now contained within the

national forests of the country it has been necessary to

eioloy hundreds of college-trained men, and these men have

been chosen on a competitive basis by means of civil service

examination. This Junior Forester examination, as it is called,

is given by the government whenever men are needed, and any-

one may take i, oroviding that he has acquired a college

degree, is physically fit and is not beyond the age limit.

The majority of professional foresters emerging from

school each year would like very much to pass the examination

successfully, and all but a very few take the test. Some

schools, such as Oregon State College and the University of

Idaho, have been very successful in training their graduates

to pass the test, On the other hand, graduates of many

eastern schools have not been so fortunate, sometimes failing

almost in toto in their competitive refforts.

This state of affairs has resulted in numerous comments

and some criticism on the part of educators in the east, who
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maintain that it is not a suitable system of education which

strives chiefly to prepare the student for the Junior Fores-

ter examination. They insist that the Forest Service is

Drone to dictate the policies of the schools, and feel that

some schools have catered to the demands of the Service too

much. (13) However, viewing the question from a more pacti-

cal standpoint, such definite opreparation of students for the

civil service examination has its good points. Schools of

the far west are situated in regions comprising the bulk of

the nation's National Forests; there is no other field of em-

ployment so large or promising as the Forest Service in much

of this region, and students are admittedly training themselves

for government employment, because it extends them the great-

est opportunities.

Conditions in the East are diametically opposed to those

existent in the West; most of the timber is privately-owned,

and better markets together with closer utilization encourage

one to train for utilization, selling, woodlot management or

some other calling assocIated with forestry. A proportionate-

ly smaller number of Forest Service jobs in the eastern

states has tended to diminish the importance of federal govern-

ment work in the forestry schools, although some schools are

now beginning to actively aid the student in his preparation

for civil service examinations.

Although little information relative to the Junior Forester

examination is available which would indicate the success of

different forestry schools, the data at hand is interesting.
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During the spring of 1936, fourteen of the twenty-three Idaho

men who took the examination succeeded in passing it, while

in 1937 thirty (all those taking the test) passed it. Louis-

iana State did not fare so well. In the 1936 tests only one

out of three passed. The University of Maine, which trains

its men primarily for private and state work in the New England

States, has a better record. In 1936 only three out of eleven

passed, but in 1937 eleven of the seventeen competing managed

to pass.

New Hampshire College with a total enrollment of eighty

foresters graduated four men in the spring of 1936 who were

able to pass the test. A total of ten took the examination.

In 1936, twenty students from Worth Carolina State College

are reported as having taken the test and of this number only

two managed to pass. (23) Standing out in contrast to this

poor showing is the success enjoyed by Michigan State students,

twenty-one out of twenty-eight of whom passed the 1937 examina-

tion.

More complete records are a&ilable for Oregon State Col-

lege ; her forest school has established an enviable record.

Each year regon State men taking the test have done uniformly

well--better by far than students from most other schools,

as these figures should indicate

Year No. taking exam No. passing exam

1929 12 11
1930 19 12
1951 7 5
1932 59 33
1935 -- 32
1936 19 13
1937 43 40
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However, it is all well and good to talk about the suc-

cess of past graduates, but the scene confronting the gradu-

ating senior in 1939 promises to be radically differente In

all probability some 2000 or more forestry school graduates

will take the examination and but a small proportion of this

number can reasonably hope to secure fedeal appointments. To

the student who has been preparing himse2f for government work

this change will work a hardship: "if the student has directed

his efforts too exclusively to problems of public service, he

may find himself unprepared in some of the basic requirements

for private problems." (16) Graves, speaking of the employ-

rnent prospect in forestry civil service work for new men, says

that "cessation of continued expansion, even without actual

reduction of current apprcpriations, gives little opportunity

to employ new uin in the public organizations. This may be

anticipated in the present situation. The forest schools will

be affected because, with the great inflow of students, there

is likely to accumulate very quickly a large number of graduates

unable to obtain employment." (16) (See page 113)

Undergraduate Enrollment

Apparently entrance requirements, expenses and the uncer-

tainty of future employment have not dampened the spirits of

those young men who have their hearts set on forestry as a life

work. The extremely rapid rise in enrollment experienced since

the fall of 1934 has resulted, however, in much detailed study

and considerable comment pertaining to forestry education.

To begin with, it is a thing which vitally concerns the students
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themselves, since heavy enrollments materially effect their

future employment prospects. Furthermore, the schools have

become taxed beyond their facilities, and have been forced

either to undergo changes or limit enrollment. Iowa State

College has been compelled to limit the number of students in

the sophomore class to seventy-five.

Selection of these men is based on individual merit of

the applicants, while natives of the state are given prefer-

ance. Syracuse University turns away hundreds of applicants

annually, and has also instituted a quota system of points

whereby any student failing to complete a certain number of

points each semester is automatically dropped. (10)

Such rigorous methods are justifiable through force of

necessity in these schools; and, although they deny. many

students the right to the education of their own choosing, yet

they permit the schools to operate with few enough students

so that good standards are maintained under present facili-

ties. With the innovation of greatly increased enrollments

many schools quickly expanded so as to accommodate all those

who wished to study forestry on their campus. Schools accus-

tomed to working with fifty or seventy-five forestry students

found their enrollment jumping -to two hundred or three hundred

in a single year. In many cases the result was that the

student-professor ratio was increased and field work was

hampered through lack of equipment.

These schools, which have undertaken to train all those

students wishing to enter the field of forestry, have n many
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cases managed to maintain formier high standards thr ough a

careful selection of additional instructors and an increase

in enrollment is plainly evident, in some Instancyes largely

because the schools have been conscientious in striving to

keep up former standards.

That there has been a marked increase in enrollment is

plainly evident, when one considers the present size of in-

dividual forestry schools of the country as well as the number

TABLE X. UNDER GRADUAT1E EN ROLUMAENT S AT SCHOOLS OF
FORESTRY IN THE UNITED STATES, 19C3-04 to 1938-39.*

Year Enrollments Year Enrollments

1903-94 19 1921-33 1,363
1904-05 __.___ 39 1922-23 __1,347
l90506 . 51 1923'24 1,1439
1906-078 1924-25 1,624
1907--03___ 143 1925-26" 1,771
19Th 09 - 28 1926-27 1,880_
1909-10 357 1927-28 1,937
1910-11~ 518 1_28-29 2,079

11-2591 1929-30 2,123

1912-13 . .. . 637 1930-31 .. 2,120

191 3 4 - - - -1 3 - 25386 
-15 ......_. . 904 1932-33 2,388

1915-16 944 1933-34 2,246
1916-17 897 1934-35 3,791
1917-18 560 1935-36 3,-- 5 406
191$-19 498 1936-37 - 6,032
1919--20 927 1937-38 6,067
1920=21 1092 1938-39 5,144

*Guise, C oHo, 1939. Statistics from schools of forestry.
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of graduates emerging from these schools annually. Even as

early as the spring of 1934, Fritz writing in the Journal of

Forestry stated that "in the next ten years 4000 professional

foresters will graduate from American schools," and later de-

velopments have proven his estimates to be conservative. (13)

However, it is encouraging to note that enrollment in the

freshman class throughout the country sustained a decrease of

20 per cent during the past year. (19)

Graduate Students:

It is quite generally conceded by most educators in the

field of forestry that four years is insufficient time to fully

prepare the professional forester, and that five years would be

more desirable. (37) As may be seen from the foregoing dis-

cussion, many problems have been raised of late through swelled

enrollments. However, nothing has as yet been done about the

establishment of a five-year compulsory curriculum in forestry

in an attempt to improve the quality of graduating forestry

students. Professor R. S. Hosmer of Cornell University seems

to arrive at the crux of the whole matter in the following

statement made in 1937: with an additional year for profes-

sional training not only should it be possible to include the

technical subjects that a forester needs if he is to be a

real leader, but also it should permit as well that there be in-

cluded in the curriculum at least an acquaintance with some of

the cultural subjects to which today only a few of our forestry

graduates have even been introduced." (21)

None of the undergraduate forest schools, not even the
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older eastern schools, have a mandatory five-year course;

but several schools, notably California, Idaho and Michigan

encourage their students to complete five years of training

before leaving school. They argue that in a four-year

course a student not only receives a narrow training delinquent

in general training apart from forestry, but that even his

forestry education is lacking. The average student in forestry

has his course subjects pretty much outlined in advance for him

during much of the four years he is in school. The character

of the courses he takes places them in one of four possible

catagories

1. Technical forestry courses
2. Basic courses apart from forestry
3. Recomuended elective courses closely associated

with forestry
4. Electives satisfying the student's own hobbies

or desires. (37)

Under present conditions insufficient training in courses

found under catagories two and four has been provided. Many

students find that this is so in their case, and have of their

own volition gone on to take an additional year of work, not

merely to be the owner of a Master's degree, which is after all

incidental, but to round out their education to their own satis-

faction. Connecticut State College does not leave this choice

up to the student, but insists that 'the undergraduate school

is for a broad educational foundation" and that it is the duty

of "the student to specialize in his particular field at in-

stitutions offering graduate work." (23) Possibly the school

is allowing the facilities it has at hand to dictate its
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policies, but at any rate such a system would tend to produce

more broadly-educated foresters.

It has been noted that there is some correlation between

the current employment possibilities and the number of graduate

students enrolled throughout the country. For example, during

the first three years of the Roosevelt administration, the

graduate students in forestry dropped off appreciably from

figures of previous years, largely because graduates have had

little trouble in securing jobs. However, there has been a

distinct rise in graduate enrollment as a result not only of

greatly increased numbers of graduates with the exhaustion of

available jobs that must accompany such a condition, but also

as a result of the betterment of graduate schools in institu-

tions formerly not concerned with such departments. Ordinarily

about 5% of all forest school graduates return for fifth year

training. At present there are 253 -students registered for the

Master's degree, and it is expected that this number will rise

even higher next year. (19)

As time passes, the man with a B.S. degree will realize that

his four years of education do not suffice if he is to compete

successfully with other graduates, and he will return for an

additional year of training. Such trends in advanced educa-

tion will benefit the individual as well as the country and

the forestry profession itself.

Professor Spaulding, writing in the Journal of Forestry,

briefly summarizes the matter in the following sentences: "Be-

cause of the increasing coplexity of forestry practice and
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the broadening of its scope, it is evident that we must adjust

our instruction and its content to meet the forestry of to-

morrow as we see it. The Droblem of industrial forestry and

the practice of public forestry demands a wider base than

our present curricula indicate." (40)

He further goes on to say that at the present, fully seventy

per cent of his own students voluntarily or involuntarily take

five years to complete their education and indicates that "if

the student can be shown that he will be better prepared at the

end of five years than he would at the end of four years he will

willingly devote five years to the process." (0)

Referring to graduate training Professor C. F. Korstian

remarks that "the essentials for graduate work aoe: (1) students

of proven capacity who have been thoroughly trained as under-

graduates, and (2) instructors who are thoroughly grounded in

their special subjects, who have shown o oductiveczpacity, and

who are able to inspire and stimulate students. They must not

be overworked." (29) Unfortunately, through force of compulsion,

many schools have been unable to satisfactorily meet the latter

requirements, in that nearly all instructors have become bur-

dened with heavy teaching loads.

Sizes of Graduatng Classes:

As has been mentioned proviously the number of graduates

emerging each year rave a direct influence upon the number con-

tinuing with advanced work. With the many changes that have

come to pass in the field of forestry education during the last

few years, It might be interesting to analyze the trends i
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graduating classes in forestry remained fairly constant and

uniformly low until the years of 1936 and 1937. Reflecting

clearly the effects of Roosevelt's encouraging policies, the

schools of the country, without exception, showed large in-

creases in the number of graduates, particularly for 1937 and

1938.

It was not until the C.C.C. movement had been in operation

for a little more than a year that freshmen students began, to

pour into the forestry schools of the country in such large

numbers. They had watched these fortunate enough to possess

a degree in forestry accept lucrative jobs in the fall of 1933

and the spring of 1934. The fall of 1934 found them eager to

cast their lot with those who had so successfully gone before

them. At the same time numerous students transferred from

other schools as sophomores and juniors. It was largely these

transfers that served to swell the graduating class of 1937 to

such large proportions. The group graduating in the spring of

1938--those who remained of the eager throng of freshmen who

started in the fall of 1934--proved to be the largest group

of forestry graduates in the country's history. 969 students

received undergraduate degrees while 93 completed work on

their Master's degree. (19)

To see just how great have been the increases in graduat-

ing classes it might be interesting to choose a few schools

at random and examine the sizes of their present senior

classes as compared with those during the past nine years. In
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the case of the University of Idaho, graduating classes 1928-35,

inclusive, averaged nine students each year. In 1936 this

figure moved up to fourteen, and in 1937 it increased to

thirty-four, an increase of 143% over the largest of all previ-

ous classes. In 1938 the group increased still further when

an all-time high of 47 was reached. (4) Or consider the trends

at the University of Michigan, a somewhat larger school than

Idaho. The average class from 1928-35, inclusive, contained

approximately 19 students per year; in 1936 the class increased

to thirty-six and in 1937 the record number of fifty-eight

students were graduated. This was an increase of sixty-one

per cent over the next biggest class in the history of the

school. (41)

As was the case with Idaho, however, this figure was sur-

passed by the 1938 class which totalled 61. In some cases this

rapid upward trend is beginning to level off, but as yet this

is not true of Michigan where the graduating class for the cur-

rent year numbers approximately 73. The size of each graduating

class from 1928 to 1938, inclusive, for each of the two schools

discussed above follows:

Year Michigan Idaho

1928 10 13
1929 16 8
1930 21 10
1931 22 20
1932 31 13
1933 24 12
1934 18 9
1935 27 15
1936 44 23
1937 56 37
1938 61 47
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Such data is typical of the conditions existing in the

other schools. Larger schools graduated even more students

than did Michigan last spring. Leading the country was Syracuse

University with a total of 88 graduates, followed closely by

Pennsylvania and Minnesota with 84 and 71, respectively. (19)

And so it is simple to see that professionally trained forest-

ers are rapidly on the increase; unfortunately, the question

of what is to be done with them all is not so clear.

Thus, it is obvious that all classes and sizes of forest-

ry schools have experienced rises in enrollment. Studying

the problem from a national viewpoint tends further to sub-

stantiate the evidence presented above. Professor Cedric

Guise of Cornell University, who conducts an annual survey of

forestry schools in the country, shows that "for the five

year period 1929-30 to 1933-34, the undergraduate degrees numb-

ered 3440 as an annual average. (18) In 1936 the total number

increased to 502, advanced to 777 for 1937 and reached 969 in

1938. (17) It appears that this 1939 class will be slightly

larger with approximately 1000 undergraduate degrees, but the

following two years should show decreases from this figure of

about 200 and 300 for the years 1940 and 1941, respectively.

(19)

From this it can be seen that in all probability these

enrollment figures will begin to taper off gradually and it is

believed that within five years, or possibly a little longer,

the number of undergraduates will stabilize at a considerably

lower figure than it is now.
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Graduate Empolyment:

While attending school the thinking student often considers

the future and might well wonder whether all his educational

expenditures have been well invested. The $2000 or $3000, or

whatever amount he may have needed to finance his education,

represents a tangible and costly investment; and he is, con-

sequently, interested in what the future has in store for him.

If one could always judge the future by the past, the job

outlook for graduates of today would be encouraging. Individu-

al schools report that as many as 85% of their cumulative list

of graduates have found employment in forestry work or in work

closely associated thereto. 65.2% of the total number of Yale

graduates are so employed, and this figure would be slightly

higher were it not for the fact that non-graduates are included

in the total. (44) Some schools have been more fortunate than

others in placing their graduates, but in nearly all cases

the percentage in forestry work is high. Fritz states that

only "33% of the graduates from 1900 to 1929 drifted from the

field of forest employment," and goes on to say that during

the past few years this percentage has decreased. (13) Guise

points out that according to "statistics gathered in 1929,

67% of all forest school graduates were in occupations for

which their forestry training had logically prepared them." (18)

In checking over graduate employment, it is interesting to

note that there is little difference between the percentage

of western forest school graduates employed in forestry work

as compared with percentages for eastern schools.
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Apparently the need for professionally-trained foresters

has been sufficient in each region to absorb the majority of

TABLE XI. EMPLOYMENT OF FORESTRY SCHOOL ALUMNI
IN FORESTRY WORK OR WORK CLOSELY ASSOCIATED THERETO

Eastern Schools Western Schools

School Employed School Employed

Georgia 60 California 90

Harvard 70 Colorado 86

Iowa 93 Idaho 85

Louisiana 90 Montana 85

Maine 68 Oregon State 90

Mich. State 73 Utah _85

Mich. Univ. 71 Washington 85

New Hampshire 80

North Carolina 55

Purdue 75

Syracuse 80

Yale 65

those seeking employment. Recent government policies pertaining

to forestry have helped conditions greatly, but it is certain

that such aid cannot exist forever. It is feared that the future

will force a greater number of forestry graduates to turn to

other fields of employment. (18)

CONCLUSIONS

Future Employment Outlook:

The question, then, that is uppermost in the minds of those

students now in school, and especially those who will soon be

graduating, pertains to what the future has in store for them
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in the way of employment. Much discussion centers around the fact

that the Forest Service does not find the need for new men as

great as it has been during the past three or four years, Com-

petition in federal service has become much more keen; it is

estimated that more than two thousand men will take the Junior

Forester examination this spring, and of this group, the number

of men who will be placed in federal work will not be great.

In a recent editorial of the Journal of Forestry, Schmitz

discusses the question of employment prospects for the present-

day forestry school graduate at some length.* He points out

that actually the forestry profession is only now beginning to

emerge from a stagnant condition brought about by the unprecedent-

ed expansion of federal activities since 1933. Graduates of

this period were not required to employ any particular industry,

ingenuity or initiative in their job-hunting; nearly all who

were reasonably suited to forestry work were immediately accepted

in some branch of governmental forestry.

Now, however, Schmitz believes "opportunities for the em-

ployment of the foresters of the class of 1939 appear none too

bright." Comparatively few of those taking the junior civil

service examinations will receive appointments of a permanent

nature, although some will be granted temporary federal work.

Likewise, a few will be placed in positions within the person-

nel of state forestry departments, but here, too, the number

will be but a small percentage of the total.

After setting up this not-too-inspiring picture which

faces forestry graduates of the current year, Schmitz concludes

*Schmitz,H. 1939. What lies ahead for the forestry
graduate of 1939. Jour. For. 37:281-282.
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that "the forestry graduates of 1939, perforce, will be com-

pelled to seek out, develop, and create jobs." The lumber

industry should be capable of absorbing a good many of the

graduates, but not in a professional, or even semi-professional

capacity, in most cases. These jobs will ordinarily not be

secured merely by promiscuously writing letters to a great

number of concerns stating that the applicant is a trained

forester and college graduate. The persons who secure these

positions will do so because they profess to be willing and

able to work and because they will be personally on hand when

the opportunity offers. "Because of the ability, the energy,

and the force of the individual or individuals filling them, some

of these jobs will become responsible positions exerting a strong

influence on the rate of acceptance of sound forestry practices

by private timberland owners or on the extension and preserva-

tion of markets for wood."

The discussion also points out that good many of the cur-

rent crop of graduates will enroll in graduate study. Not a

few of these will probably be of inferior scholastic ability

And Schmitz cautions such students that "not all those who by

shook or crook finally complete the requirements for a baccalaur-

eate degree can successfully carry the work for a graduate aca-

demic degree." Any student contemplating such a course of action

should analyze his scholastic background, his objectives, his

desire for learning, his intellectual capacities and his motives

for adopting such a plan of study, lest he be even further

disillusioned in the future.
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The editorial closes with a brief word of encouragement

wherein assurance is given that the forestry profession,

forestry schools and the Society of American Foresters are all

solidly behind the graduating classes and will help them where-

ever possible. The situation is not at all hopeless, but has

merely changed in that the graduates will be compelled to invade

new fields of forestry and make jobs for themselves.

One has only to consider the size and importance of the

private logging industry in the United States in order to realize

that here lies a potential market for hundreds of trained men,

if these men can only make it plain to the industry that their

knowledge and training is needed. (41) As yet the industry as

a whole has not accepted the forestry school graduate as an

indispensable unit in its organization. This is probably due

to the fact that federal service has offered a greater propor-

tion of highly paid positions and has also been able to absorb

most of the professionally-trained foresters. Logging companies,

many of them quite small, competing with one another have also

been forced to watch salaries and overhead expenses closely.

The presence of virgin stands of timber throughout the

west has acted as a dampener on proposals of sustained yield.

Rather than risk possible market drops, higher taxes, fire

protection and miangement costs, the lumberman has adopted the

well-known "cut-and-get-out" policy. However, future condi-

tions are certain to change all this; the country will be com-

pelled to adopt policies similar to those now in effect in

certain portions of the Southern Pine and Lake States regions,



and this means that a new field will open for men trained in

silviculture, management and forest science.

Along with such changes as this will come similar ones

in the field of utilization. Men will be needed, and are needed,

to take up supervisory positions not only in saw mills but in

the multitude of associated lumber industries. Research is

constantly bringing to light more and more uses for wood; these

products must not only be manufactured, but they must also be

sold, and both operations demand skilled men. At any rate, if

the trained graduate is ambitious and conscientious, and if

he is willing to accept work with only a modest salary to begin

with, past data indicates that he should have better than a

sixty per cent change of finding work in the field of forestry.

Much is said of the present excess of professionally-

trained foresters, and people wonder just what is to become

of them all. It is true that the field will be crowded, but

is this not the case in almost any technical field of employment?

There are many jobless engineers in the country and there are a

great many more engineers than foresters being trained in school

today. The same holds for almost any profession being taught

in schools at the present time. The whole question simmers down

to the fact that, if the graduate excels in his work, is honest,

ambitious and reliable, he will have little trouble in obtain-

ing a reasonably good job within a few years after graduation.

For the graduate who has sluffed through school, doing his

work in such a way as merely to "get by", the future might be

more questionable.
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Future Education in Forestry Schools:

After considering the rapid developments of the past four

years, it is difficult to surmise what changes the future

will bring in forest education. The big problem that has con-

fronted the different schools in the past few years has been

that of excessive enrollment, but it is believed this condi-

tion will be relieved somewhat through a gradual rounding off

of the number of students brought about by a surplus of graduates

in forestry.

Some schools will continue to train all those seeking for-

estry education of them; this they should be able to do satis-

factorily with a decline in enrollment expected for the future.

It is, of course, problematical whether all these men will

be successful in finding forestry work, but at least they will

have received the kind of an education they desired. Other

schools, such as Syracuse and Montana, will limit their en-

rollment to a small proportion of all applicants. Such a pol-

icy is condoned by C. H0 Guise, who feels that this policy

probably will be adopted by more schools in the future. (17)

In considering forestry education of the future, mention

should be made of the possibility of changes in the number of

forestry schools. It is reasonably certain that additions

will be made to the roster of forestry schools; and, if the

schools are well-equipped and capable of producing good work,

such additions are perfectly acceptable. Actually a heavy

obligation rests upon the states who install such training

into their school systems; forestry is developing into a
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profession of distinction and repute, and for this reason

the proposed school should be of high caliber or the matter

dropped. In some instances Graves states that 'it might be

wiser and cheaper to grant scholarships to selected students

of ability and send them to an existing school in another

state, which is better equipped than any that the first state

could afford to create." (16)

Along with changes in the actual number of forestry

schools, one might consider the future of those schools al-

ready established a little more carefully. Although class-

rooms have been crowded and equipment limited, forestry schools

have been benefitted by heavy enrollments in that increased

financial support has been extended them. As has been mentioned

before, faculty numbers have been increased, equipment supple-

mented, new programs instituted and operating expenses in gen-

eral have been increased. If present budgets can be maintained

in the future, even despite the expected decrease in enrollment,

the standards of most schools will be raised considerably. (16)

Schools should make every effort to see that present funds are

not reduced.

In the years to come it is certain that Utilization and

Wood Products departments of forestry schools will be more

heavily attended than heretofore. It is a definite policy to

train men for the."lumber and related industries in such schools

as Washington, Michigan and Syracuse", and they have had good

success in placing their graduates. Oregon State College, in

response to a definite demand for such training evinced by many
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students, is expanding its Wood Products department rapidly

at the present time. Fritz states that "forest schools should

train some students for private forest industries as deliber-

ately and adequately as they now train them for the public em-

ploy." (13).

When one considers the future of forestry education, he

must also of necessity consider the question of an extended

forestry curriculum. Other professions vary in the number of

years of academic training which they require of their students.

Both law and medicine insist upon advanced study, while engin-

eering and architecture demand but four years of undergraduate

training. However, it would seem that there is an intrinsic

difference between the professions calling for varying amounts

of formal training.

In the case of law and medicine, men in these professions

need the advanced training--they would be incapable of doing

justice to their work without it. Engineers, however, are often

called into specialty fields, in which their previous training

serves merely as a broad supplemental background. Some large

firms even go so far as to advise their new employees to dis-

regard engineering aspects of their academic training; they

prefer to either send their new men to a company training

school or to begin them in lower positions and train them on

the job.

Forestry, on the other hand, appears to lie midway between

the two groups discussed above. Soon after graduation, the

forester will more probably be called upon to apply a greater
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proportion of his fund of academic knowledge than will the

engineer, but not so much as the lawyer or the doctor. More

likely than not, if he is placed in a truly professional po-

sition shortly after graduation, he may find that his work

calls for quick personal decisions and a fairly comprehensive

knowledge of the entire forestry picture.

Consequently, if the field of forestry were such that a

sizeable demand for trained men existed, a compulsory five-

year curriculum might be an advisable step forward in the

realm of forestry education. The additional year would enable

the student to better equip himself for future duties, just

as the doctor prepares himself by advanced study. On the other

hand, when the employment situation suffers reverses, as it

has at the present time, the proposed step does not seem feasible.

If a large proportion of the forestry graduates will be forced

to seek employment outside the profession, as seems quite like-

ly at the present time, an additional year of study does not

appear to be a profitable expenditure of time.

Although no forestry schools at the present time definite-

ly demand that a five-year curriculum be adhered to, the

question is continually under surveillance and discussion by

forestry educators. Professor Spaulding, who feels that the

curdculum should be lengthened, is at the present time conduct-

ing an analysis of forestry school curricula in the United

States, and on the basis of this study hopes to outline a

five-year curriculum in forestry. (4o) It is difficult to

forecast the outcome of these proposed alterations, but it is
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quite probable that the future may bring some changes. If, on

the contrary, forestry parallels the course of the engineering

profession (where similar proposals have also been made),

perhaps the four-year curriculum will remain.

The forestry schools of the United States have recently

passed through a crucial stage in their history; facilities,

finances, faculties and curricula have been severely taxed in

the effort to provide all applicants with the training they

desire. As has been indicated, the peak of the boom has been

reached, and a contraction in enrollment has already set in.

Under these newer and more favorable conditions, the schools

have an excellent opportunity to improve the caliber of their

training. Class loads will not be so great, the capabilities

of instructors will, if anything, improve and the augmented

funds of recent years, if maintained at present levels, will all

constitute powerful aids to progress in forestry education.

And so, with all these points uniting to strengthen their

position, the chain of forestry schools throughout the country

will have an excellent opportunity to produce better trained

foresters for the future and, in so doing, to strengthen the

profession of forestry in the United States. The responsibil-

ities of teaching have always rested consciously upon the

shoulders of most forestry educators; now, however, with increased

tools to work with, these men have it within their power to dis-

charge these responsibilities in an even more creditable manner

than in the past. The future should bring promising results in

the field of forestry education.
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APPENDIX

TABLE XII. DATES OF ESTABLISHMENT AND LOCATION OF
UNITED STATES FORESTRY SCHOLS--1939.

School Date Location

1. California 1914 Berkeley, Calif.

2. Colorado State 1911 Fort Collins, Colo.

3. Connecticut 1923 Storrs, Conn.

4. Duke* 1932 Durham, N. C.

5. Florida 1937 Gainesville, Fla.

6. Georgia 1906 Athens, Georgia

7. Harvard* 1904 Petersham, Mass.

8. Idaho 1909 Moscow, Idaho

9. Iowa 1912 Ames, Iowa

10. Louisiana 1925 University, La.

11. Maine 1903 Orono, Maine

12. Michigan State 1903 E. Lansing, Mich.

13. Michigan Univ. 1903 Ann Arbor, Mich.

14. Minnesota 1900 St . Paul, Minn.
15. Montana 1914 Missoula, Mont.

16. New Hampshire 1911 Durham, N.H.

17. New York 1911 Syracuse, N.Y.

18. North Carolina 1929 Raleigh, N.C.

l~9~ Oregon State 1910 Corvallis, Oregon
20. Pennsylvania 1906 State College,_Penn.

21. Purdue 1926 Lafayette, Indiana

22. Utah 1927 Logan, Utah

23. Washington State** 1907 Pullman, Wash.

24. Washington Univ. 1907 Seattle, Wash.

25. West Virginia 1935 Morgantown, West Va.

Yalu- 1900 New Haven, Conn.

* Graduate schools only.
** Offers only 3 years of professional training for which

a "certificate" is granted0
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TABLE XIII. NMBER OF DEGREES GRANTED FOR COMPLETION
OF STUDIES AT SCHOOLS OF FORESTRY IN THE UNITED STATES
FOR THE CALENDAR YEARS 19OO-1938*

Year Undergra.duate Master's
degrees degrees

19001

1901 5
1.902 2 9

1903 3 14

1904 9 . ... _ g29

1905 ___ 9 34

1906 24 2

199_____ 27

1909 -47__44

1910 61- 48

1911 100 61

1912 1254
1913 13 6 37
1914 __ 151

1915- 124 35
1916 151__151 36
1917 160 2
1918 65 10

1920 160 25

1921 126 -- 26

1 922 . .__ .,_ . _.._141 _ __ 14

1923 _ _ 217 31

1924 215 43

1925 2044

1926 259 58

1927 263 50

*Gui .H0 1-939. Stati=stics from schools of forestry
for 1938: degrees granted and enrollments. Jour. For.
3007: 197 - r202,
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TABLE XIII. (Continued)

Year Undergraduate Master's
Degrees degres

1028 > __6

1929 2 91-5-o 64

1931 X9419

119_____ 380 -78

1.93.3 15 5 6c
193137 7

1935 1123;;58

1936 502 6
1937 8035 75

19356 969 93
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TABLE XIV. ENROLLENT'.,S IN SCHOOLS OF FORESTRY IN
THE UNITED STATES FIRST TERM 1938®39*

School Undergraduate Graduate
enrollment enrollment

1. Calif ornia 273 28

2. Co r d213. Connecticut 161

4. Duke - ~ 23
5. Florida 29 ____

6o Georgia 173 ____

7. Harvard -4
8. Idaho 331 14

10. Louishna I22 I

11. Ma ine ,. 175 _ _ _ 5 _

12.__Michigan State 247 5

13. Michigan University 140 46
14. M inne sota 373 14
15. YMontanla 25_
16. New Hampshire 63 --

17. Nev York 461 37
18d North Carolina 171 8
19.__Oregon State 431 11
20. P-ennsyva 393___

21. Purdue 130 -

22. Utah __ 247 ___ 8

23. Washington State 138

24. Washngton University 335 19

25. West Virginia 85 __

26. Yale 60

*Guise, e,1i0 2939. Statistics from schools of forestry
for 1938;P degrees granted and enrollments. Jour.e For.
37: 197-2 02.
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